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I. t Introduction

In recent years there has been an increased awareness

of the need for professional social work degree programs

to be accessible to people who have traditionally been

excluded from such opportunities because of social, economic

and educational barriers. I In Canada there have been

efforts, particularly in providing social work education

to native people, in Alberta and Saskatch"*u..r.2 In lr{anj-toba,

a special affirmative social work program was implemented

in 1981. This program was intended to respond to the

need for increasing minority group access to social- work

education. Target groups not only included native people,

who comprise more than I2Z of the population of Manitoba,

but also immigrants, single parents and others who are
junder-represented in professional ranks.'

Initially funded by three level-s of government, this

program operates as an off-campus extension of the university

of Manitoba Schoo1 of Socia1 Work. Designed for residents

of the inner city of Winnipeg, this program delivers the

standard University of Manitoba Bachelor of SociaI Work

curricula to non-traditional students. These students

1-
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are defined as non-traditional- because they possess social,

academic and financial- characteristics that are not usually

represented in the university student population. Approxi-

mately 50å of the students are of native Indian ancestry,

20-25e" are recent refugees or immigrants, most do not

possess the academic prerequisites for standard admission

to university, all are adults, wJ-th the average age being

30 at admission. AII of the students come from low income
.4Iaml_l-r_es.

The program \¡/as modelled on a similar affirmative

action thrust in the field of teacher training. Known

as Winnipeg Education Centre, this program has been pro-

viding the University of Manitoba Bachelor of Education

degree to people from the inner city of Winni-peg since

1978. When the social work progiram began in 1981, it

was incorporated into the facilities at Winnipeg Education

Centre where both programs continue to operate.

The program, hereafter referred to as the Social

Work program at Winnipeg Education Centre, represents

an innovative and unique endeavour in the field of social

work education. It offers the opportunity to learn from

these efforts and further the commitment to affirmative

action within the profession. The research project described

herein is an an attempt to provide a closer examination

2-



of selected aspects of this program. Central to this

examination is an effort to understand the experiences

of the students in the program including their perceptions

of the impact of the program on their iives. Relatively

Iittle is know about the experiences and needs of the

non-traditional learner. Evidence from other research

suggests that the characteristics of the traditional uni-

versity curricula and procedures can create stresses and

conflicts for the non-trad.itional learner.5 A source

of this stress can be value examinatio.rr 6 an integral

part of social work education. An informal study done

by the staff in the Social Work program at Winnipeg Edu-

cation Centre supports the idea that stress, anxiety and

changes occur in students as a resul-t of being in the
7program.' The nature of the stresses and. changes and

the interrelationships of program processes and impact

on students has not been systematically identified. This

study attempts to document student perceptions and discover

the nature of the learning experience for these non-

traditional students.

3-



L.2 Overview of the Social Work Prosram

The inner city of Winnipeg is characterized by high

numbers of welfare households and single parent families

living below the Statistics Canada poverty line. ft has

higher than average city rates of crimes against the person

and property. It is the part of the province where 752

of recent immigrants and refugees to Manitoba settle,

and it is the major residential area for Winnipeg's nati-ve

Indian populatior,. B Since 7g72 there has been a rapid

d.ecline in employment opportunities in the -r"u..9

These disparities combined with the poli_tical benefits

that could accrue to grovernments from a high profile de-

velopment agreement, Ied to the signing of a Tripartite

4-

Core Area Agreement between federal, provincial and city

governments in 1981. The agreement provided for major

expenditures by the three levels of government in the

inner city over five years. One of the sectors in the

agreement was an employment and affirmative action training

agency. The demographic characteristics of the inner

city as well as the success of an existing program, the

Winnipeg Education Centre, in providing a teacher training

program to non-traditional students in the inner city,

argued for the inclusion of a professional social work



program within this sector of the agreement. Funding

was obtained and the social work program was started in

the fall- of 1981.10

The prog'ram offers a four year, Bachelor of Social

Work deg,ree program to j-ndividuals from target populations

that have traditionally been excluded from such opportuni-

ties because of social, academic and financial constraints.

The student body reflects the population of the core area

of Winnipeg with approximately 50% of the students being

of native Indian ancestry and 20r< of the students being

recent refugees or ímmigrants. A high proportion of the

students are single parents and all are from low income

families. Academically, most of the students have not

completed grade L2 in the formal school system and the

average grade level of formal schooling is grade 10. As

well-, the majority of students have been away from formal

schooling for ten years or more

The objectives of the program are:

1) Provision of a Bachelor of Social Work degree

program to people primarily from the inner city,

who possess the aptitude and commitment for a

career in social work but who because of social,

5-

economic, cultural or J-inguistic barriers t ot

a lack of formal education, woul-d not likely be



admitted to or successfully complete the B.S.VI.

program at the University of Manitoba;

2l Sel-ection of a student body generally reflective

of the ethnic population of the inner city;

3) Development and appreciation of a sequence of

personal, academic and financial supports that

will tend to ensure the success of the program;

-6

and

4) Accomplishments of the above through the regular

institutional structures of the University of

Manitoba. fI

Modelled on an affirmative action Bachelor of Education

degree program known as "Winnipeg Education Centr€", the

Social Work program at the Winnipeg Education Centre was

integrated into this existing off-campus facility. The

programs share space and there is some integration of

administrative functions and course planning. With the

arrival of the Socia1 Work Program, Winnipeg Education

Centre became known as one centre with two proqrams

The Social Work Program and The Education Program.

The academic staff of the Social Work program consists

of both full-time faculty members located within the Centre,

and part-time "parachute" staff members who are contracted



to teach sel-ected courses.

There is a close link between the W.E.C. Social Work

program and the on-campus social work program. The esta-

blishment of the Socia1 Work program at Winnipeg Education

Centre took place within the context of strongi faculty

support by the School of Social Work, and with a conscious

commitment that the degree offered would be identical

in terms of curriculum and graduating standards. The

result has been a sense by the School of Social Work that

the Inner City Social Work prog:ram is part of the school.

A number of formal and informal mechanisms reinforce this
-12l_rnKage.

Three principles guide program delivery and form

the basis for prog-ram evaluation:

1) The program would recruit and attract individuals

7-

from underrepresented groups to professi-onal-

social work, and provide them with a degree path-

\^/ay to a career in social work. Through such

efforts, the accessibility of the B.S.W. progiram

would be enhanced.

Through recruitment of life experienced adults,

the program would create graduates who possessed

both quality education and the life experience

that would enabl-e them to make a unique contribution

2l



3)

to social work practice.

The program would deliver a B.S.W. degree equivalent to the on-

campus program, and graduates of the Winnipeg Education

Centre would not be regarded as inferior to those attending

the on-campus program. Whithin this general principÌe,

methods, content and delivery woul-d be modified to

respond to the special needs and issues facing Winnipeg

Education Centre students.13

Description of Study

B-

1.3

It is the subject of "special needs and issues" that concerns

this study. There has been a commitment by program staff to

evaluation of the various components of the program since inception.

However, there has not yet been a systematic assessment of

student needs and experiences. Questionnaires are administered

to first year students in an effort to begin to compile data

on relationships between student characteristics, use of program

supports and success i.n the program. This research effort is

exploratory wLth a primary purpose of building a data base for

future analysis. This analysis wilt likety occur as

part of an

purposes of

as it did

that led

upcoming comprehensive program evaluation- For the

this study, the data gathered to date is not relevant

I^-ìot expiore the nature of student experrences

to the need for support nor the interrela-



tionship of program factors and the student experience.

Furthermore, the program has only recently (1985) reached

its ful-I capacity of students and had its first graduating

class. Thus, it now offers the opportunity to explore

the student experience at every year level including

graduates.

While the nature of student experience has not been

well documented there is the assumption by program planners

and staff that the process of going to university wiÌl

present personal difficulties and stresses for these stu-

dents. severar program features are designed to ameliorate

these conditions. An on-site staff person has 508 of

work time allocated for personal counselling. Al1 fult

time staff are expected to be attentive to both the academic

and personal- needs of the students. Documentation of

the counselling interaction between students and full

time staff has shown that these services are well- ,¡""d.14

An informal monitoring of the personal stresses of the

students has led to the development of student support

groups. These topÍcal groups have been formed in response

to rising consciousness of women's and men's issues, concerns

with changing relationships with significant others in

the studentsr lives, A.A. related issues and parenting

probJ-ems.

9-



Beyond the informal observations of the impact of

program on the students, there is reason to expect that

university education would create personal changes and

resurtant stresses for these students. while most research

on the personal impact of higher education is drawn from

the traditional university population, cross cultural

studies indicate that there is the potential for value-

related diremmas for minority students in the university

system. In examining disadvantaged students in social

work education, Santa Cruz et al. notes that there is

conflict between the learning orientation of the student

and that reflected in the university practices. This

often resulted in frustration, isolation and drop out

of these students. 15 Studies of native fndian students

in both the united states and canada show that the teaching

methods and orientation inherent in the formal educational_

institutions are often in opposition to the experience

and value orientation of the native student. 16 A simirar

concern is found in studies of southeast Asian American

students in the United States. 17

The nature of social work education with its emphasis

on value examination and the inculcation of a particular

value orientation may create particular personal diremmas

for students. It is known that the very act of value

10



examination often leads to stresses related to value con-

fusion and conflict. lB It has been noted that the processes

invol-ved j-n social work education may lead students to

experience personal psychological .h.rrg"".19 The effect

of these processes on the non-traditional student, who

in the case of Winnipeg Education Centre students reflect

a variety of minority (non-mainstream) cultural- character-

istics and values, is not known. These students are

relatively rare in the field of social work education

and this study represents an attempt to l-earn from them.

1t

L.4 Objectives of Studv

If the program is to respond to the "needs and salient

issues" of the students, these must first be made known.

The purpose of this study then is to document student

perceptions of significant effects and changres that the

program has created in their l-ives. In addressing this

issue the study has the following objectives:

1) To document the personal impact of the Social

Work Program at Winnipeg Education Centre on

the lives of social- work students.

2) To identify issues, patterns and themes that emerge

from the data to characterize the student experience.



3) To share the resul_ts with program staff in order

to al-Iow for discussion of the implications of
the findings for the program.

The study will use an exproratoyy, descriptive approach,

which will draw directly from students' stated experiences

and perceptions.

I2



A review of available research yieJ_ds few directly
rel-evant studies. The effects of university on the

personal rives of students has not been wj-dely researched.

This is particularry true for the non-traditional university
student, who has onJ_y been the subject of research of
any kind in the l-ast few years. The materiar that is
presented here is drawn from the fields of Education,

including Adult Education and social !{ork Ed.ucation,

Feminist Research, and cross cultural studies.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

l3

2.1 Education and Personal Devel_opment

At a broad l-evel, studies do indicate that coIrege /
university education does impact on the personal develop-

ment of the student. Fel-dman and Newcomb reviewed forty
years worth of data on this subject and determined that
student attitudes and val-ues did change over the course

of their college/university program and that this change

resurted in increases in open-mind.edness, d.ecreasing

conservatism, more independence and autororny.20 The

authors point out, however, that the various studies



do not identify significant variables contributing to

the changes or the resultant impact, íf any, on the lives

of the student.

Arthur Chickering presents extensive evidence that

uníversity/college education affects the personal develop-

ment of the student.2l He describes seven major dimensions

of development that occur during the college/university

years. These include competence, emotions, autonomy,

interpersonal rel-ationships, purpose and integrity. He

attempts to make the connection between these dimensions

of student change and the educational policies and practices

of the institution. variables that he considers to be

significant in influencing student deveropment are those

related to curriculum, teaching style, resid.ence hall
arrangements, relationships with facutty and admj_nistration,

relationships with peers, and institutionar size and ob-

jectives. Rel-evant to the current research, chickerj-ng's

findings support the idea that a small institutional- setting,
crose interaction between staff and students and between

students themserves, a feering of community, and a discussion
approach to learning alr lead to significantry greater

impact of the program on the student's personal developm"nL.22

I4



An early study (1957) by philip Jacob presents

results contrary to Chickering's.23 In his profile

on the Values of American College Students, Jacob states

that the college experience seemed to have littre effect

on students' standards of behaviour, quality of judgement,

sense of social responsibility and guiding beliefs.

Although there were exceptJ_ons, Jacob found the values

of American college students to be quite homogeneous

and there appeared to be no sharp break in the continuity

of the main patterns of values which the students bring

with them to college. Students l_earned to conform to
a generally accepted set of collegiate standards and.

norms rather than to liberarize or individualize their
)Lvalues. -' Other authors dispute Jacob's findings both

methodologicalry and conceptually. Arran Barton critiques

Jacrcb's study on the basis of problems in defining and

measuring values as well as weaknesses in the study

design leading to inappropriate generaliratiorrs.25 John

Smith adds to that critique by pointing out that Jacob

assumed that the colleges surveyed \Á/ere indeed promoting

a Iiberalizing (in the sense of determining choices)

education, a process which requires a dialectic on the

discussion and examination of personar and societal varues.

-15
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Smith argues that in fact, this cannot be taken as. girr.rr.26

In a L972 study that examines the relationship between

college experiences and attitudes of students from econo-

mica]ly deprived backgrounds, John Jones and William Finnell

found that compared to non-economically deprived students,

the researched group became significantly more autonomous

in their attitude toward their parents and families.2T

They also found that in general, major chang,es in students

will occur most often in the first two years of college.

One such change, the deveJ-opment of social consciousness

and resul-tant attitude change is significantly and posi-

tively related to the opportunity for the examination

of moral issues as afforded by the college =y"t.*.28
Several other authors provide evidence that students

typically become less dogmatic, Iess prejudiced, and more

crj-tical-ly minded during their coJ-lege y".r=.29

In assessing these changes, Kaoru yamamotar30 and

Charles Telford and Walter Pl-ant,31 question whether the

changes represent anything over and beyond superficial

role playing to conform to the prevalent college norms

and/or whether such changes are indeed specific to correge

experiences rather than the results of the generar process

of social development of the motivated adol_escent in

America. Their concerns illustrate a common problem with



many of the studies cited. They address the typical- college/

university student, i.e. late adolescent, and fairly homo-

genous in class and ethnic background.

One study that does address the 'non-traditional
student' involved an extensive research project which

focused on the 'disadvantagedr student. Astin, Astin

and Bisconti32 examined 3,200 students in t9 special uni-

versity programs. Defining disadvantaged students as

those from socially or economically deprived backgrounds,

the sample included many students from social and ethnic

minority groups and other groups viewed as high risk with

respect to traditional admissions criteria. Specific

research questions asked: To what extent do higher educa-

tional programs for the disadvantaged serve their clients?

What types of programs or program components show the

greatest promise? Which of the various college environments

and experiences facilitate the educational and personal

growth of disadvantaged. students? This study is of limited

use to the current study because many of the variables

related to students' perceptions of the learning situation,

such as integration of the program into the larger campus

scene, do not appfy to Winnipeg Education Centre. Further-

more, the one area of the study that addresses personal

growth through the university experience takes a very narrow

L7



approach by measuring the concept through crose ended

responses to a pre-determined list of (pre-dominantly

occupational) Iife aspiratio.r..33 Hor"rr"r, the study
yields substantial data on student and administrative
attitudes towards the different programs as welr as com-

parisons between disadvantaged students and non-disadvantaged

students.

- tB

2.2 Social Work Educati_on and Value Char¡ge

rn a L9B2 university of Manitoba 14.s.w. thesis, Leslie
King summarizes the avail-able r-íterature on values and

soci-al work education.

This review shows that there is a distinctive set
of values in social work which sociar work practioners
are expected to adhere to.34 th. role of social- work

education is to inculcate appropriate attitudes as well
as knowledge and skills. Howard and Flaitz note that
the goar of professional social work education is to shape

students' val-ues towards a view of crients as individuars
(versus stereotypes) and toward institutional_ arrangements

that have a humanistic impact on ctients.35 The value
orientation of the profession is seen by the authors as

a socio-professionar ideorogy characterized by a positive



orientation to the adequate distribution of power, resources,

servicesand goods; concepts of equality, civil rights,

human rights and needs; and responsibility for social_

action and change processes leading to participatory demo-

cracy and. social justice.36 While there is contradictory

research as to the degree to which sociar work education

does succeed in this task of value inculcatiorr,3T th"r"

appears to be strong evidence that students demonstrate

val-ue change as a result of social work educatiorr.38 While

certain personal characteristics like ethnic background,

a9€, and sex \á/ere believed to be related to the professional

socialization process, the nature of the rel_ationships

\^rere not conclusive. The information did not address

the effects of value change on the personal l-ives of stud.ents

in either the traditional social- work student or the student

who is not usually reflected in the university popuration.

I9

2.3 The Adult Learner

Research in the field of adult education sees the

characteristics and needs of adutt learners within the

context of the salient issues of adurthood and the inevi-

tability of role transformations. Nancy Schlossbêtg,

a prominent writer in this field, notes that the models



of development underlying the theories of adolescent learners

are inappropriate for the adult 1".r.r"r.39 She sees adult

development as governed by a social, rather than biological

clock with internal and external roÌe transformations

recurring and developing at different times for different

people. Un1ike the common view that adul_thood is the

time of stability and certainty, Schlossberg sees it as

a time of change. These changes take place in five main

areas: vocation, intimacy, family life, conmunity and

the inner self. A change in one area, such as a return

to school, often lead.s to chang'e in other=.40 "Moreover

any change results in some disruption and requires ne\^/

adjustments, new assessments and new sets of rerationships".4l

Other authors note that there are differences between

men and women in moving through the adult stages of inde-

pendence, experimentation and sel-f developm.nL.42 A

conclusion drawn is that in later life when men become

more affiliative, \{omen show a great need for independence,

becoming more outward and assertive and removing themselves

somewhat from the nurturing ro1".43

20

In applying the psychology of

the situation of the adult learner,

the qualities which separate adult

traditional college age student:

adult development to

Schlossberg identifies

Iearners from the



1) A wider range of individual differences - more

sharply etched.

2) MuItiple demands and responsibil-ities in terms

of energy, emotions and roles.

3) More and more varied experiences.

4l A rich array of ongoing experiences and responsi-
bilities.

2I

s) More concern for the practical application of
Iearning, less patience with pure theory and

less trust in abstractions.

6) Greater self-determination and responsibility.
7) Greater need to cope with transactions and with

existential issues of competence, emotions,

autonomy, identity, relationshj_ps' purpose, and

integrit y.44

Rather than assisting the adult l-earners with the difficulties
brought on by devetopment, schlossberg berieves that the

uni-versity often creates probrems for the student. The

adult is subjected to a hierarchical structure, imposed

policies of curriculum, scheduling, grading, attendance

and financiar aid, with the result being a regression
for the adult from person to dependent. For adul-ts to
flourish, schlossberg stresses that they need to feel



central, not marginal, competent, not

not dependent. Thus the character of

character of educational institutions

2.3.L The Impact of Education on the Adult Learner

Judith Hooper, in a L979 study, examined the functioning

of families whose mothers had returned to school.46 The

-22

intent was to assess the impact of this on certain per-

sonality variables of the adult members of the family.

The women in the study were of an average age of 35 and

all- had at least one child. A key variable in the familyrs

copíng mechanism to the mother's return to school was

the membersr perception to role division in the family.

In families where there was agreement on a traditional

role division there was littIe disruption because the

woman added her student role to her other duties and ensured

that her family role retained priority. In egalitarian

situations, there was also litt1e disruption as the family

respected the mothers' new role and worked together to

accommodate changes. In f amil-ies that had tradi-tional

childish, independent,

adults and the

are out of synchrony.45

role divisions,

pattern and used

there were many

but the \doman began to disagree with this

her student role to bring about changes,

d.isruptive situatio.r=. 47



Hazel Marcus conducted a study on factors influencing

the school- experience for women returning to school and

found that there are no radical changes in the womanrs

family rol"s.4B These women expected to manage al-l other

roles when they became students and the primary impact

in this area was guilt about not having enough time to

spend with her family. However, any negative feelings

about the experience were embedded in an overall context

of the positive aspects of going back to school. The

most significant life change brought on by the educational

experience was a sense of achievement and accomplishment

which led to large increases in self-concept and perceived
.49competence.

Similar findings were reported by He1en Astin in

a Lg74 study of women who had returned to school.So

Researching the changes in 649 women brought on by the

school experience, as well as perceptions of family members

to the new situation, Astin found that the predominant

effects were increases in the womens' self-awareness and

self-esteem. They viewed themselves as more confident

and open. Fewer than 3% of the women reported any negative

effects. The reaction of family members was generally

supportive and positive. While 108 of the spouses said

that a definite strain had been placed on the marriage,
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the majority (703) felt that the school experience had

been beneficial to the family. Children of the women

felt most disrupted by the change with the majority feeling

that they had more duties around home and less time with

their mothers. 51

Marvin Gilbert found a different result in his l-ggz

study of the impact of graduate school on the family.52

He concl-uded that compared to non-student populations,

graduate families are more likely to experience dissatis-

faction in the marriage based on lack of communication

and lack of time. The female spouses of graduate students

are likely to experience isolation and feelings of personal

meaningÌ."=rr"==. 53
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2.3.2 The Cultural Context of Adul_t Education

rn ad.dressing the issue of the impact of a professional

course of studies premised on val-ue examination, on adul-t

students from a variety of cul-tural background.s, one can

find some evidence that this process wi1l be stressful

to the individual. Chrj-stie Kiefer, in a L974 study of

three generations of Japanese American famiries puts forth

the idea of a non-linear moder of accurturation for minority
qL

groups.-' This model sees the new culture added to the ol-d



and people are free to choose between cultural alternatives

according to the demands of the situation and as a function

of social relationships or reference groups. Factors

such as an educational institution force acculturation.

In this process life changes for the individual:

"when a person becomes more acculturated,
he begins to spend more time in inter-
cultural contexts or at least to think
about them differently, with the result
that his environment is not the same".55
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Data suggest that one of the outcomes of acculturation

is value shifts and that this process can l-ead to recognizable

periods of high stress through cultural- confusion, cultural

conf lict and cul-tural alienatiorr.56

Joseph Trimble, in an article on counselling American

Indian students, notes that val-ue confl-icts do not have

to be attributed to intergroup relations but may arise

from measurement or assessment of values themselrra=.57

Whil-e acknowledging differences in values amongst native

American Indians, he says that a core group of native

val-ues can be abstracted. When categorized according

to the Kluckhohn and strodtbeck model- of man-nature orien-

tation, time orientation, and relational orientation,

these values are quite different from the mainstream Ameri-

can valu"=.58



The requirements of the learning situation, especially

those demanded in social work education may provide value

dilemmas for students from different cultural backgrounds.

DonaId Atkinson points out that self-disclosure is contrary

to the basic cultural- values of many American Indians.59

DeraLd Wing Sue, in a study of Chinese students in American

universities, makes the same point with respect to self-

disclosure and southeast Asians.60 San Duy Nguyen examines

psychiatric problems of Southeast Asian refugees and notes

that value suppression, repression and denial- is a cultural

method of handling negative feelings.6l

In the Native Literacy and Life Skills Curriculum

Guide created by the British Columbia Ministry of Education,

the authors state that conventional academic, subject

oriented curriculum is not necessarily appropriate for

organi-zing the reality of a minority student.62 This

is because the way we segment, classify and perceive the

world is highly cultural in nature. Even culturally oriented

subjects such as Native Studies or bilingual education

can fail because the content is still cast in the struc-

tural and procedural framework of the institutiorr.63 rfr.y

stress that the cultural learning style of native people

which emphasizes observation, manipulation and experimentation

along with a cooperative atmosphere and non-hierarchical

26



teacher-pupil relationship, is in opposition to the usual

main stream learning institution. This can be a source

of confusion and frustration for the student.

Santa Cruz et al., noted differences

learning styles of disadvantaged students

students in social work educatio.r.64 The

students, primarily from minority groups,

with deduction and analysis, and abstract

which \^/ere valued by the institution.

-27

2.4 Summarv

The material- reviewed shows that there is evidence

that college/uni-versity does impact on the attitudes and.

values of students. This may be especially true in social

work education where incurcation of professional values

is an integral part of the curricul-um. Adu1t l_earners

would seem to be particularly open to change in the rearning

situation. They are seeking identity and purpose. The

overal-l effect of university on these students appear

to be significant increases in self-esteem and confidence.

A caution, worthy of note, concerning the materiat on

adult psychology, adult learners, and college students

in general is that it is middl-e class in orientation with

reratively l-ittle reference to the experiences of minority

between the

and traditional

disadvantaged

had problems

thinking, skills



2B

group or d.isadvantaged. students. 65

Value confl-ict and confusion, a source of stress

and change, can occur both through an examination of values

themselves, and through the accul-turation experience of

the university situation. As weII, the mainstream norms

and values reflected in the programs and procedures of

the university may conflict with the cul-tural_ values and

learning style of the non-traditional student.

There were no studies found that attempted to describe

the nature of the student experiences and chang€s, in

personal 1ives, if âty, for students in non-traditionat

programs similar to Winnipeg Education Centre. The current

study is one effort in this area.



3.1 Theoreticatr Orientation

The research project has been guided

qualitative methodology. Operating within

29

gical

stand

and to

CHAPTER III

perspective, a qualitative approach

human behavior from the actorts own

M ETHODOLOGY

events in the indi-vidual's daily ri-rei6 As a phiJ-osophy

phenomenologyattenpts to suspend presuppositions while
looking at consciousness itserf. The concern is with
describing essences of phenomena and. examining interrera-
tionships thereof.6T

A qualitatj_ve approach to research can be guided

by the perspective of symboric interactionism which sees

human beings as acting toward things on the basis of meanings

that the things have for them. The meaning of such things
is derived from t or arises out of the sociar interaction
one has with others. These meanings are handled in and

modified through an interpretative process used by the

person in dealing with the things he/she encounter".6B

Thus, a situation has meaning only through people's in-
terpretations and definitions of it. Their actj_ons in

understand the meaning that is constructed around

by the use of

a phenomenolo-

seeks to under-

frame of reference



turn stem from this meaning.

seek understanding of human

as participant observation,

personal d.ocument" . 69

3.2 Rationale
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Debate among researchers as to the appropriateness

of qualitative vs. quantitative methods usually centers

on the supposed paradigmatic characteristics of each

Qualitative researchers

behaviour using such methods

open-ended interviews and

approach. Accordingly, the quantitative paradigm

scribes to a positivistic, hypothetical-deductive,

cularJ-stic, objective, outcome oriented and natural-

world view. In contrast, the qualitative paradigm

presented as phenomenological, j-nductive, holistic,

jectiver procêss oriented and anthropological in orientation.

The two approaches are said to be associated with different

research objectives, namely, verification in one, discovery
70in the other.

This writer is not entering into the discussion on

which research method is more correct or scientificll Ue-

lieving that the choice of research method should depend

at feast partly on the demands of the research situation.

In the context of the current study, the research objectives

of describing and interpreting the impact of a course of

sub-

parti-

science

is

sub-
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studies from the student participants' point of view suggests

an approach which allows the researcher to use as reference

pointsthatwhichtheparticipantsknow'Seeandunderstand.

Further support for a qualitative approach to this type

of research comes from the field' of education program

evaluation. Here, the appropriateness of a quantitative

paradigm

serious IY

to infer that:
Treatments in educational research are

o=""iiv some tYPg of new hardware'
or specif ic currrculum innovatio^1 -^-''
""tiãtiã"-i" 

crass size ' ot some specr-
ri.'iiiã^'oi--tá'"hins "tvl1-:*^:"" 

of
ti''" *åî" problems iñ experimental
educational t"""ttãh is clear spegifica-
tion of what the lreatment actually is'
wiriärr :-"i"t= controlling all -other
po"Iï¡lä causal variabres and the corres-
ponding problem.of multiple treatment
interference ^1d 

l"làt""live effects' rt
istheconstrarntsposedbycontrolling
tr,""speãiti" tteåimänt under study that
necessitates =t*pt-itying- ?1d breaking
down the totariti-ãi't"ár:-ty into smarl

component parts 
" 

Á great dèa1 of scien-
tific enterprrse r"t'ólves around' this
pt;;;=;"ãi- 

-=tt¡rrnl i fvins the complexitv
of realitY' /'

as the model for evaluation research has been

'- - ' 72 The quantitative approach tends
questroneo '

As William Filstead Points out' it

fragmentation style of evaluation that

of reality and' necessitates a new' more

of t"="atch.74

is PreciseIY this

Ieads to distortions

contextual model

t

i

i

r

Ì
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It is in the area of experimental education and/or

affirmative action educational endeavours that the use

of a quantj-tative model- of evaluation has been most

severely critiqued. The move away from this paradi-gm

came about as a result of two developments in the United

States in the 1960s. First, there was the shift from

analyzing the individual as l-earner to the program as

teacher. Affirmative action programs were widespread

and evaluation of one of these major efforts, the Head

Start Program, was contracted to the Westinghouse Learning

Corporation. Massive criticisms of their evaluations

ensued centering around their use of standardized testj-ng

of students from which concl-usions of program (in)effec-

tiveness were drawn. The evaluators had neglected to

explore the numerous beneficial social impacts of the

program which have continued to make it an accepted and

popular progiram to date.75

Second, during this time there was an allocation

of bill-ions of dol-lars to social action programs including

inner city education programs. This demanded eval-uation

designs which incorporated the effects of such character-

istics as culture, race, ethnicity and other features

of the community which interact in the learning process.

The established procedures of close experimental control,

32



control groups, and the logico-deductive style were seen

as inadequate to an understanding of the new educational

concerns. The laboratory-oriented style of research which

was part of the tradition of educational research was

not satisfactory for the evaluation of either ethnic studies

programs or educational programs that are based on affirmative

action principles.T6 The need. was for a more contextual

understanding of the program and qualitative methodology

was seen as more appropriate to this end.77 rt *.= premised

on an exploratory and open-ended approach to the problem,

intensive invol-vement of the researcher in the social_

setting being studied and an explicit attempt to understand

events in terms of meaning held by those in the social
7Bsettr_nq.
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Thus, for the purposes of this research project,

both the objectives of the study and evidence from the

field of education evaluation point to the appropriateness

of a qualitative approach.

3.3 Data Gathering

Consistent with the intent of the research to discover

perceptions, sentiments, opinions that students have about

themselves and their experiences in the program, an open-

ended interview format seemed the most appropriate method



of data gathering. It was decided to develop a semi-

structured interview guide. The guide woul_d be based on

the general research questions and would be revised as

needed during the data collection phase. A consideration

was the previous involvement of the researcher with the

Social- Work Program at Winnipeg Education Centre. As

an instructor/counsell-or in the program, the researcher

had close knowledge of the setting and the students. The

researcher therefore, was entering into the research

project with both preestablished roles and relationships

with the participants. For the researcher to best carry

out the project, a leave of absence was taken from Winnipeg

Education Centre for the duration of the research. Al_1

interviews were hel-d a\^ray from that educational setting.

Drawing on the objecti-ves of the study the following

three general research questions \^/ere developed to provide
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parameters for data gathering:

1) How does the Social- Work

Education Centre impact

in the program?

2) What program factors can

contribute to these impacts?

3) What are the ways in which the students deal

with any changes in their lives that are brought

about by the program?

Program at V'Iinni-peg

on the lives of the students

be identified which



In focusing these general questions both the resear-

cher's experience as a staff person at Winnipeg Education

centre and the review of other research were infruentiat.

Through these the researcher \^/as sensitized to a number

of issues that could be relevant to the investigation

at hand. A central issue seemed to be values and the

potential for val-ue examination to be an infruential- process

in contributing to both personal stress and personar growth.

As well, there was the interactive nature of education

and personal change and the idea that changes in the student

would be interrel-ated to changes ín the students' relation-

ships with significant others. There was also the context

of this learning environment to consider and the way in

which the institution itselfr âs a relatively closed,

cross cul-tural settingr impacted on the students. While

there was the anticipation that these issues woul_d be

relevant and of use in the initial ordering of the research

concepts, the intent of the data gathering \das to discover

the issues through the experiences of the students. The

research instrument was designed accordingly.
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3.3.1

Part I

Interview Guide

Basic Data

Age, current
children).

family situation (marital status,



Changes in family situation since entering
program.

Year in program or graduate.

Ethnicity.

Part II Description of Student Role

36

1. Would you describe an ordinary day as a student?

a) How does this compare to before you entered

the program?

b) How, if at all, has this changed over Lime

in the program?

2. What difficulties have you experienced as

a student?

a)

b)

How have you managed these difficulties?

Have the kinds of difficulties changed

over time?

3. With respect to what you have l_earned as a

student, can you describe the most significant

things you have learned?

a) What effects did this learnJ_ng have on you?

b) How did you deal with these effects?

4. What are the most significant things that
you have experienced as a result of being

a student?



Impact on Siqnificant Relationships

1. Can you describe any effect that yoü, being

a student.hays had on relationships with

people that are important to you?

a) Has this changed over time?

b) What do you think caused these changes?

c) How did you deal with these changes?

2. What do you think that people important

to you think about the fact that you entered

the program?

a) Has this changed over time?

b) Has your involvement in the program

brought changes to them?

c) How did they deal with these changes?

3. Have there been changes in your community

involvement since you become a student

(graduate) ?

a) What was the nature of your involvement

before you entered the program?

b) What were the perceptions of community

members to you becoming a student?

Did this change over ti-me?

c) How did you deal with any changes in

your community relationships brought

37



Impact on Self

1. How do you think you have changed from

being in the program?

a) How would you describe yourself as

you were just before you entered the

Social Work program?

b) How would you describe yourself now?

2. Can you identify the reasons for these

changes ?

3. How have you dealt with any changes that

have occurred?

The instrument was pretested on three students. It

became apparent that a few modifications were necessary.

The questions regarding community involvement assumed

that "the community" and "community members" were signifi-

cant in the lives of each student. This was not the case

and the guestion was only used where relevant. As weII,

the questions regarding the ways in which changes were

deal-t with proved difficult to answer unl-ess applied to

a specific situation. It was used accordingly. Finatly,

the students' qualitative assessment of any changes that

occurred appeared to be an important component of the

about by being a student in the program?

- 38



student experience. The interview guide was amended to

ensure that this aspect was explored.

Within these core questions many probes and other

questions were used to get descriptions of the phenomena,

perceptions of the nature and timing of any changes that

took place and some assessment of the perceived positive

or negative effects of the phenomena. As the researcher

became more sensitive to emergent themes, it became easier

to draw from an expanded l-ist of standard questions. By

the third interview, issues related to ethnic or cultural

identity, problems related to learning styles, and cross

cultural interacting in the Centre became common issues.

It appeared that underlying these issues were value dif-

ferences and/or dilemmas. In an effort to clarify the

nature of these i-ssues several ne\^i questions developed

and were frequently used;
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In your background how

Is this different from

learn at the Centre?

Have these differences

for you?

Have differences in the way people learn ever been

discussed at the Centre?

were you taught to learn things?

the way you are expected to

presented any difficul-ties



Did you have a strong sense of personal_, cultural/

ethnic identity when you came to the Centre? What

was this identity?

Did this change while you \^/ere a student

If sor how?

Did you experience any value dilemmas as

of being a student at the Centre? ff so,

What did you learn from other students at

Education Centre?

40

The question pertaining to varue dilemmas has obvious

risks as a research tooI. It is a broad questj_on that

necessitates participant understanding of the meaning

of values and definitions thereof. It al_so requires a

rever of trust between the researcher and the participants

as it can involve very personal disclosure. It did not

present problems in this study and in fact yielded in-
formati-ve data.

3.3.2 Nature and Number of Participants

at the Centre?

a result

what?

Winnipeg

The parti-cipants in the study

entire social work student body of

at the Winnipeg Education Centre,

The total number in this group is

were drawn from the

the Social Work program

including graduates.

80. For the research



population a minimum figure of 20 participants, representing

252 of the entire population, was chosen. Consistent

with the principles of qualitatj-ve methodology, provision

was made to expand the sub-group as needed to pursue re-

search issues that emerged from the data. Three more

students \â/ere subsequently added during data collection

for a total of 23 participants. These students were chosen

from the 4th year group and graduates and were added because

these year group seemed to provide rich sourcesof data

and more developed perspectives on the process of their

education.

-4I

3.3. 3 Criteria of Selection

The intent in selecting participants to the study

was to present a range of experiences and situations that

were present in the student population. Demographic

characteristics of ethnicity, sex, marital/family situation,

year in program were all considered in selection. As

previousJ-y noted, the program maintains a clear and. con-

sistent admission policy of selecting students according

to proportional ethnic/racial- groups (50S natj_ve, 252

immigrant refugee and 252 other). It was decided that

adhering to these proportional grouping within this study

would better enhance the abirity to draw from the breadth



of experiences reflected in the student population. Care

was taken to ensure that each sub-group reflected a range

of the other demographic characteristics.
' Table I presents the demographic characteristics of

the students in the Social Work program as a whole and

of the students in the study. Another criterlon for serection

v/as willingness to discuss the issues raised in the research

and to disclose personal experiences to the researcher.

All- participants were given the option to refuse partici-

pation and one student chose this option. Another student

from that criterion group was selected as a repracement.
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3.3.4 Interview Process

The interview phase of the research process was carried

out over a three month period. Al-1 interviews were herd.

away from winnipeg Education centre at a rocation chosen

by the participant. The majority of interviews were held

in the home of the researcher. At the onset of each inter-
view participants \¡/ere given written explanations of the

nature of the researchr ân outline of the rights of par-

ticipants, and assurance of confidentiatity and. anonymity

(Appendix A) .

The average interview \^/as two hours in duration.

Permission to tape interviews was given by arr participants,



INNER CITY
STUDENT PROFILE
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TABLE I

SOCIAL WORK PROGRA¡4
(INCLUDING GRADUATES)

L9B5 / 86

Number of students:

Female

Male

Marríed

Síng1e

Single Parent

Year I
Year II
Year III
Year IV

Graduat.e

NATIVE

sample total

l0

9

t
4

I

5

2

2

I

2

3

IMI"ÍIGRANT/
REFUGEE

sample total

35

9

6

0

6

9

B

9

5

9

4

' I ls

ol 7

2l I,ln
:l :
0l 4,l s

21 2

rl 3

rl I

OTHER

sample total

7

5

2

I
t

5

I
II

3

0

2

TOTAL

sample total

30

2 3

7

5

5

0

6

7

9

4

L

23

1B

5

9

2

1l

3

5

6

3

6

80

s9

2L

27

t2

4L

1B

2L

r6

L6

9

2



however in four cases the researcher either elected not

to tape or stopped the tape in response to discomfort

on the part of the participant. The taping process r¡/as

useful in helping the researcher improve interview style

which initially tended to be too cl-osed and directive.

AII of the participants seemed comfortabl_e during

the interview process and appeared not to have any diffi-

culty in self disclosures. From information gathered.,

(the content of the interviews) it can be inferred that

the process of obtaining social- work education faciritated

the students' abirity to self discl-ose. There also appeared

to be a level of trust between the researcher and participants

that transferred over from previous contact. These factors

enhanced the depth of the interviews.
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3.4 Data Anal-ysis

In this research, data gathering and analysis \,ì¡ere

interrelated. As issues arose in the interviews, questions

in that and subsequent interviews were added, and./or modified

to reflect the anarysis of information given. rn addition

to the taping of most interviews, detailed notes were

taken of the information being presented as well as insights
for analysis and any relevant comments about the dynamics

of the interview. Forrowing each interview a summary vras



written which outlined the issuesr possibre themes and

areas for future investigation (Appendix B).

At the completion of data collection, tapes were

transcribed in preparation for coding and presentation

of data. From each interview a list of issues that arose

relevant to the research questions was developed. From

all interviews there were 79 issues that were identified.
some of these issues or ideas could quite easiry be seen

to fall into categories with the issues being indicators
or examples of the category. Arranging the data in this
way resul-ted in the 79 indicators being praced into twelve

categories (Appendix B). The índicators were then assigned

a code symbol and all data \^/ere accordingly coded.

To facil-itate organization of data a matrix was deve-

loped that charted the presence of indicators for each

student in the study. while analysis was drawn from the

descriptions, the matrix was useful in col-lapsing the

data into easily recognizable patterns (Appendix B).

For purposes of analysis and presentation arI data

was then re-recorded onto cards and grouped according

to the coding categori-es. rn presentation some categories
were incorporated into others as appropriate to analysis.
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The use of the matrix facilitates an assessment of the

commonalitlz of the issue among the partj-cipants. As

wel-1, it highlights differences, if âÐy, between ethnic

groups.
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4.L Changes in Sel-f Confidence

Prog'ram on the

in individual

were unanimous

as a result of

dramatic:

47

A predominant effect of the inner city social work

PRESENTATION OF DATA

CHAPTER IV

l-ives of students is significant increases

self-confidence and self-esteem. The students

in expressing enhanced

being in the program.

The most significant thing that has
happened to me has been in my feelings
about myself. I feel like I have
worth. Getting into the program
made me feel like someone believed in
me. This \4ras new. Before I got into
the program I \,ras depressed and scared.
I wondered how I coul-d handle one more
knock. I was afraid I woul-dn't get in,
that when compared to al-l- the other
applicants I wasn't as good. I didn't
feel secure. Now everything is different.
I'm not afraid of failing anymore. Even
if I had to drop out right now it wouldn't
destroy me because I know Irm worth some-
thing now. That just changes everything.
(2nd year student, non-native).

perceptions of self
Some changes were

For many students perceptions of self before Winnipeg

Education centre were characterized by fear and insecurity.

A new measure of self worth came from overcoming those.



I feel good about myself now. For the
first time Irm not afraid about the
future. Itrs really a good feeling
not to be scared anymore to know
that I don't have to live l-ike I did
before, afraid of my husband leaving,
afraid of being blamed for things at
work. Irve learned that I have some
control over my life now and I like
that. (2nd year student, native).

Before I was unsure of myself. I had
a history of fai-ling at things. I was
my o\^/n worst enemy. Now, wel-l I'm
excited about life. Irve taken some-
thing and am following through on it.
It feels like I'm in control of my life,
before I was just going along and things
were controlling me. (Ist year student,
native).

4B

This issue of control over

main reasons why students feel

to evaluate one's behaviour according to selfr âs opposed

to others' , standards has led to internal strength and

satis faction.

I can say that I am much happier now
because I have learned not to let
other people's opinions of me bother
rTrê r that what I thought of myself
v¿as more important than what other
people thought of me. (Graduate,
native).

Before, Ry identity was caught up in
what other people thought of me, âs a
parent, a wife, person, and I was per-
ceiving from them that I was failing.
I was thinking of killing myself. I
had no worth. Now I'm really enjoying
my life. I'm so excited about myself

one's l-ife is one of the

more confident. Learning



and the way I feel about myself.
year student, non-native) .

Before, I had l-ow sel-f confidence and
was very much defined from outside
myself. I had an identity that was
passive and accepting. Now I'm an adult
woman with her own identity and vision
of where I want to go. I'm feeling a
lot more solid about how I'm going to
get there and about knowing what I need
to get where I want to go. (Graduate,
non-native) .
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the lessening of fear of the future that was characteristic

Related to the idea of control over one's life is

of many students before they entered the program. per-

ceptions of being more in control of life has created

optimism and excj-tement abut the future.

My attitude toward l-ife has changed.
Education led to that, where before
I didn't care whether I was alive,
now I want to stay alive until I'm
at least 70 so that I can accomplish
something. frve developed some ini-
tiative to help my o\¡/n people and to
try the best I can. (Native student,
3rd year)

Before coming in (to the Centre), I
had a strong fear of the unknown.
Now the unknown is still scary but
exciting. Something positive will
happen. There is always change now
and it is excitíng. I like that.
(3rd year student, non-native)

( 2nd

One of the important things I've learned
is that l-ife is o.k. f have the ability
to find out things for myself. I can be
my own person and can do things because



I want to not because I have to.
(4th year student, non-native).

Along with increased perceptions of self worth and

self control came the recognition that one has rights

and the insistence on exercising those rights. For those

who had previously viewed themselves as having limited

choices and being relatively powerless there was a sense

of satisfaction at taking on new roles in ord situations.
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The way f deal with people is entirely
different now. Before I had no rights.
Now f do. I'm a human being. Before
there were times I just didn't know
what to do because I didnrt think I
had choices. I was caught a victim.
I literally didn't have choices. I was
at the mercy of other people like the
low income housing authorities. They
coul-d make me feel terribl-e. Now I
question them on what they say. T
tell them they are wrong to try and make
us feel powerless. They may mean well
but they are perpetuating something that
is wrong. They actually listen to me
now. Before I was a woman on welfare.
To them being a university student is
different. Even though I'm just as
poor and live in the same place, they
treat me like I have rights and that I
known something. The difference is me.
I feel better about myself and about
being al-one and being a woman. (2nd
year student, non-native) .

several- \^/omen see their enhanced perception of themserves

as associated with their recognition of, and assertion,

their rights as women.



I was talking to my brother about the
native situation in society and he told
me that women didnrt know anything about
politics, that I didnrt know anything
about politics and that I therefore didn't
have the right to express my opinion on
the matter. I tol-d him that I have the
right to express my opinion regardless
of what I know. I would have never said
that before. A1I the things f learned
about being a woman in this society really
helped me. Itrs usually men who are thê
leaders, who are allowed to have opinions
and make decisions. I realized that it
didn't have to be that way and that women
have the right to express themselves, make
their own decisions and not have to get the
o.k. from their husband, brother, father
or any man. (Graduate, non-native).

For parents of school-age children the manifestation

of new found rights often became an intervention into

the child's school environment: a native \doman speaks

of her experience.

Since my involvement in the centre I
challenge things that I would let go
before. Like my kids' school. It's
nothing for me to go down there and
tell the principal what I don't like.
Now I realize that I have that right,
that I'm as smart as they are about
my kids' education. (4th year student,
native).

An immigrant tel-ls of getting reports from school

that her children were doing as well- as could be expected

being that they are coping with two languages. Since

entering the centre both her knowledge of societal attitudes

and her expectations for her family have increased:
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Another significant thing is the way
I can go to my children,s school and
question what is happening. I ex-
plained to my children's teacher that
they are not really ESL students. They
grew up in Canada and even though we
speak a different language at home,
they are fluent in both languages. I
ask the teachers not to treat them
differently. I know that often ESL
students are l-ooked at as slow. I have
higher expectations of the educational
system for them now and I wil1 work to
see that they get those. Now I know
that I have right to know what is
happening in school. The right to
challenge the teacher and ask questions.
I didn't know that before. (Graduate,
immigrant) .
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Not only do students realize their own rights but
also pass this knowledge onto others:

Before I got in I was intimidated by
my kids' teachers. Now I bring my
kids up to know that they have rights
and just because a person of authority
says something it isn't necessarily
right. This has real1y been good for
my kids. (3rd year student, non-native).

To over hal_f of the students who participated in
the research, a measure of self confidence and self esteem

is the newly deveroped desire to spend time alone, away

from family and friends. There is a sense that they rike
themselves more now and they are not only o.k. arone

but need to have time to themsel-ves. This is a change

from previous periods and this phenomenon cuts across



cultural boundaries.

I l-earned to enjoy my own company and
be happy with myself. I don't need
other people to make me happy anymore.
That is a change from before when I
\^/as always calling up somebody and
getting together with peopJ-e. (Graduate
native).

I l-earned that it is important for me
to spend time alone now. I'm worth
it. (2nd year student, native).

The signj-ficant thing about going back
to school is a change in my attitude
and my emotions toward myself. I feel-
comfortable alone with myself now.
(2nd year student, immigrant).

I learned that it's ímportant to have
time to myself. That is a change.
Before I was always with someone, fry
wife, the guys I work with, fry friends.
A real social animal. Now I feel good
about spending time alone and time alone
with my daughter. I feel comfortable
with myself. (3rd year student, non-
native).
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4.2 Chanses in Sel-f Identity

The positive changes in self confidence and self

esteem seem to parallel an existentialistic examination

of "who am I?" and "where do I fit?" emerging ultimately

into a strong sense of, and acceptance of, self the

"I'm o.k." attribute reflected in the previous descriptions

for the students in this research project. This examination



and resolution stems directly from the learning situation.

Courses which emphasized personal and societal value

identification were influential in precipitating change.

Particular signi-ficant to most of these students were

the first level social policy course, the Human Behavior

course, rnterpersonal communication skills, womenrs studies

and Native studies courses. students also mentioned that
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nearly all the courses that they take at winnipeg Education

centre creates social and political awareness that leads

to personal a\^iareness and change. As well, most students

fel-t that the setting itself, with a close interaction

with people of diverse background reinforces this process

of personal awareness.

The "\^/ho am r" syndrome is accompanied by val-ue examin-

ation, usually led by anxiety and. resulting in personal

growth.

fn first year we learned a lot about
values and about different ways of
looking at the world. This caused.
me a lot of stress because I rea1ly
had to look at myself and come to
terms with what I am. I think this
was like a process of becoming a
person. Making me more aware, certain
courses for sure helped me do this.
Communications course, Human Behavior,
Soc j-al Wel-fare I, we examined ordinary
behavior and al-l of a sudden I saw
myself and the things that made me
feel- so negative about myself. (2nd
year student, non-native) .



Both the application

to the personal situation

are common themes amongst

year notes:
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In my first year I started questioning
everything, the classes, the reading
materiali we learned about the issues
womenrs issues. It caused me to question
my reÌationship with my family, with me,
with other women. I went into crisis in
second year and the hardest part was I
felt like I had no one to telI it to,
no one woul-d understand. I was starting
to look at myself, my behaviour, who I
was; all the behaviour theories I started
applying to my life. I dj_scovered. some-
thing very significant about my past that
explained a lot of things about how I am
now in my adulthood. All_ this happened
because going into social work we were
forced to look at social problems and I
started using myself as someone to relate
it to. I had to relate my existence to
what I was learning. (4th year student,
native) .

In Intro to Social Work I found something
out that opened the door to my own personal_
growth. I learned that I was carrying
around something I wasntt even aware of.
It explains a great deal about what one
of my big hangups was. It allowed me
to see this and begin to make some changes
in my life. (Ist year student, non-native).

of the social work learning

and the ordinary 'reexperienced'
these students. A woman in fourth

Anger and/or learning to express anger appears to
be a common phase in the process of emotional growth

especial-ly for the women:



The hardest part has been what I've had
to take in and deal with the emotional
growth. I was on an emotional rol}er
coaster in the first year. Then in summer
I had time to reflect and examine myself
and the things I learned about myself.
f learned that I could deal with emotion,
especially anger. I learned it was o.k.
to be angry. Before I didn't let anqer
out because I was afraid of getting hurt.
Now I'm strong enough to be hurt.
(2nd year student, non-native).

In the first year I v/as like a time bomb.
I was angry about everything f was learning,
especially Social- Wel-fare I, it put things
into perspective for me the realization
that "It wasntt just me". There was a
reason for the probJ-ems I had. I dropped
out of Womenrs Studies because I was
so afraid of letting the anger show.
2nd year was better. I was learni_ng
to get rid of some of the anger through
my papers - instead of yelling at people.
The anger just covered the hurt and I
had to allow the hurt to surface. It's
been a gradual process. I had to realize
how I react to things, and \^/hy. (3rd
year student, non-native) .
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For one man in the Social Work program, emotional

growth and a stronger sense of self as a man was nearly

the opposite in form than the women. He learned to

set aside anger, a heretofore common response, and open

up to the other emotions that had been suppressed before:

Being in the program showed me a lot
of important things like values and the
way we are socialized. The courses made
me real-ize that you don,t have to prove
who you are. I'm learning how to deal
with myself, my inner self. In 1earning
how to express my feelings, show my



emotions. Before I kept them hidden,
except anger, I was a macho man, tough,
always fighting. Now I know that if
you can't feelr lou can't be an effective
social worker. I can get closer to people
now. Because I'm more open emotionally,
I can get hurt easier. Comments penetrate.
Now I am learning to stand up and say
"hey, that hurts". It took a lot of
courag'e to do that. (3rd year student,
non-native).

For nearly all of the students the sense of self,

the ans\,ver to "who am I" has more than the individualistic

searching noted above. It has a group component, an

identification with others - women, Indians, Metis, men,

people in general. For these students the centre either

reaffirmed a group identity or al-Iowed one to emerge.

When coming into the Centre, many of the women in

the program had not been exposed to an examination of

women's issues ¡ or the social and political realities

which can create a personal self image. This examination

led to a strong sense of identity as a woman for many

of the students, from all cultural- and ethnic backgrounds.

It was through the school that I met
feminists and people struggling with
feminism and struggling with Ii_fe,
and makj-ng it alone, not having to
depend on a husband to survive. The
highlight was the Woman's Studies
course in third year. I had always
been working through some of those
issues without being conscious of it
and it al-I came together for me here.
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I couldnrt have handled it earlier.
I was too angry and bitter, J_earning
about the oppressíon and inequality
brought out lots of feelings. At the
Centre I was part of other \domen, who
\^/ere talking about these things,
sharing. (Graduate, native) .

I had an awareness of womenrs issues
from a personal perspective before
coming to W.E.C. but I had never been
exposed to anything feminist and to
an ideology which put it into a poli-
tical- perspective. When I first read
and talked about women's issues in
classes I became aware that it wasn'tjust me, that there was a whole body
of knowledge, books, people who thoùght
the same \^/ay as me. It helped me out
of a sense of isolation. I started
to feel_ that there was a community of
women out there that I coul_d identify
with and wanted to be part of. These
are role models, politicalJ_y aware
people doing things to change society.(Graduate, non-native) .

For some of the women, group identity is not a
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discrete category. They have one or more affiliations:

I chose to work with women in my job.
The impact of the courses helped this
the whole issue of women and policies,
it's not fair. Itrs a male dominated
world. There's not much for women.
These feelings have caused me some
problems with my family. l4y relatives
(especially the males) think I'm too
independent for thinking I can survive
without a man. Besides being a woman,
Irm an Indian. I always had a strong
sense of being an Indian. There was
always this underlying thing "my people",
always a struggle to be who I am. Some
saw me as going to the other side, while
I was in the Centre. Learning and growing
strong as a person and a woman. I had to



Another graduate identifies with three groups:

I still have the same philosophy and
values as before I started the program.
What I learned at the Centre reinforced
some things and made me see myself better.
My native identity was strengthened
through my peers and through a lot of
what f was learning. The whole idea of
colonj_alization. The oppression of native
people. It's really funny, when I started
school I didn't know what oppression meant.
I l-ived it but I didn't know the term.
When I learned what it meant I knew I was
oppressed j_n three ways: as a womanr âs
a Metis and as being poor. I turned op-
pression around and thought, o.k. I'm going
to have to struggle three times as hard.
(Graduate, native).

A first year student is achieving a beginning a\^/areness

of group identities:

I said to somebody one day, "I am a
unique person". I was being stupid
when I said it but afterwards I
thought that there was some truth to
this. Not only am f native, I am a
\doman and I'm disabled. How much
more than that can you be? I don't
really have strong feeJ_ings about
being identified with one group or
the other. Up til now there were
certain realizations I had., I'm stil_l
working them out. (lst year stud.ent,
native).

make sure I didn't leave my people
behind. (Graduate, native) .
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The native students all fett that the

forced their native identity. For some of

program rel-n-

the Metis



students this stronger identity was the culmination of

a struggle to reconcile several world views:

My father is Ojibway and my mother is
German and Irish. There \¡/ere lots of
problems over being 'Indian' in my
fanily. All my life I have been strug-
gling with "Am I white?, Am I Indian?
Am I nothing?, Where do I fit?", and
not real-izing until I went to school-
that this not knowing where f fit was
part of my unhappiness in the past.
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I could identify so strongly with the
book and I knew that that had been my
problem - where do I fit? The Centre
changed that for the good. Being able
to look at me and understand the whole
thing of stigma and prejudice and then
feeling much more comfortable with my-
sel-f . Now Irm proud of what I am, my
native identity. I know who I am and
there I find myself appreciated and
respected for what I am. (Graduate,
native).

Another Metis student reports a similar outcome but

different process:

My Metis identity changed while in the
program then went back to the way it
was. When f first came in I knew I
was Metis, who I was, where I came
from, who my parents were. I then
over-identified with the other native
students because f fel-t that \^/e \^/ere
al-I the same. Then I learned that we
weren't. There was some discrimination
by the other students. I was Metis,
there was a split between people who
were Metis and the full native people.
So, for a long time, the first two
years, I tried to see the same issues
but our approach was different. I went
back to being the way I was and. accepting

When I read April Rainlree in lst year



For the immigrant students the process of value

examination, and social and political awareness is not

such an integrating experience. unrike the other students

interviewed, there does not seem to be either a reinforcing

of previous group identity or alignment with a newry emerged

sense of group identity. Rather, the program creates

value dilemmas that threaten the previously held cul-tural

values. The process of social work education forces an

individualistic examination of "who one is" similar to

that of the non-immigrant students, but the outcome is

that of a person who is "inbetween" groups, in this case,

i¡r between their ethnic communities and cultural values

and those that they identify as being 'canad.ian' or 'sociar
work values' .

rn spite of the difficulties related to accul-turation

process (taking attributes and values from different cultures),

the students all agreed that the outcome was positive

in terms of personal growth.

My values changed at the Centre. Before
I understood only one perspective on
people. Now I see different perspectives.
Individual_s must be l_ooked at. you can't
say "in general_" anymore. I thought there
was only one right view before, the view of
people of my community. you learn here

myself for what I was. I know who T
am and where I fit. (4th year student,
native).
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that your values aren't absolutely right
and others are wrongf. Different people
think different ways. f can see othèrs
values now, and I can see my own and I
can combine some things. If it is good
for me I will take it as my val-ue. It
doesnrt cause a problem, no conflict
anymore. I think about why f've changed
to different values and I know why.(3rd year student, immigrant).
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Another student describes a process of acculturation
which wasn' t qui-te as smooth:

I went through hell_ in first year. partly
because of the courses. They forced me to
l-ook at problems in my l_ife that I had been
avoiding - especially Human Behaviour and
now Social Welfare. These triggered anger
in me. I came from a country where values
are so strongly religious. Everyone is the
same and everyone must conform. I was never
a conformer in my heart but I took it as
my place. I had to be a nice 1ady. I was
angry but I covered it up. When I had to
look at these values and ideotogies of
society, I was emotionalty broken. AII_ the
anger at my socialization came pouring out.
When you take the val_ues you grew up with
and the values that are given to you in
school, it's Iike putting them into a mixing
machine and turning me up. Some values I
will keep, others I feel angry about and
reject. Irm picking up the pieces of myself
and putting them together like a puzzle.
There are still pieces missing but things
are getting much cl_earer. (2nd year student,
immigrant) .

Another student describes the

part of two different value sets:

I feel a strong sense of identity with
my people and culture, but I have doubl_e
identity now. At home I feel a strong

situation of being



sense of the immigrant part although
there is conflict. For example, if I
am with friends from my community and
they disciplin e a child in our
traditional ways, I argue with them.
My changing values makes me argue with
them. I see their values but I have
also taken on others that are more
social work. I feel o.k. but at times
this is confusing. My cultural- values
and social work values can be different.
(4th year, student immigrant).
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4.3

Change does not come easily. The positive outcome

of increased serf-confidence and self-esteem was not gained

without struggles, in some cases severe crises. All students

noted a transition period from the insecurities of the

past to the characteristics of today. For these people

the critical time was in first or second year. For some,

academic success allayed anxieties and. stresses, for others

personar introspection created emotional growth that led

to enhanced perceptions of self. For a]l, this transition

period was painful:

There was a process of change. In the
first year and. one-half I was almost
destroyed. I had such high expectations
of myself to excel to get good marks,
to achieve something. Thj_s led to many
problems and I ended up in hospital_.
There was so much pain. I didn't know
why, I donrt have all the answers and
maybe never will. By third year now I
am much more comfortable. f finalJ_y

Transi-tions



realized that you don't have to be
perfect just good. (3rd year
student, non-native).

There was a period in lst year when f
just did what T had to do to get good
marks, to make it. I put the staff on
a pedestal. I was eval-uating myself
in their eyes. Tal-k about pressure!
But by the end of lst year I knew that
some of the things I was learning just
didn't fit for me. By second year I
started going with my gut feelings. I
Iistened to the profs and others' points
of view but I did what I felt was right.
I started trusting myself. This led to
a totally chaotic year. My base of
security and the safe road wasn't there
anymore. It was scary. My role as a
person and how I did things was starting
to surface. This year is good. I'm
trusting myself much more. (3rd year
student, non-native).
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For the following student

confidence was facilitated by

thumant:

When f came into the Centre I wanted to
be sure of things but deep down I didn't
know that much. I was worried about
school. I had been out of school for so
long and I was afraid of big fancy words
floating by me of professors standing
up there thinking I was dumb of other
students who would al-l be smarter than
me. Itrs crazy but those are the things
I thought of. Now I know I'm going to
make it. The profs aren't aloof. you
can sit and talk to them. I can take any
of them aside, even the Director and ask
as many questions as I want. It feels
good, I'm not worried any more. When you
first come in itrs like coming to the city
from the reserve. You think they are way

the transition to more

seeing W.E. C. profs as



down here. you think the profs d.on't
have any probl_ems, but they do, they're
human too. (second year student, native).

For some of the rst year students the transition
has not yet been made. Final marks, that indicator of
success, are stilt a few months away.

I guess one of the things that I found is
that I donrt have too much confidence in
myself. Learning to write, trying to
master granmar, essays, exams, it's a real
struggle. Everyone's stressed out. Irm
trying to get into a pattern of stud.ying,
learning now to pace myself. ln eveiy
course I think "ho\n/ am I going to do?"
There is a lot of anxiety. part of me
has a need for security and there is no
security here yet. (Ist year stud.ent,
non-native).

For the immigrant students, it is only when confidence

in handJ-ing language emerges that self confidence can begin.
For the average immigrant student this means at least three
hours a day on studies in the first year, trying to master

English skill-sr âs well_ as the specialized'jargon'of

the social- work profession:

The language was a real_ problem, I was
always handicapped. I would never
dare speak in groups and each paper
took a very long time. I had studied
English before I came to Canada but
this was different, we just 1earned
grammar and I didn,t have a chance to
practise. I al_so took English at the
International Centre but I didn't feel
confident in Eng1ish. I would have
never dared to go to a large place like
campus. Now I. feel f can cope. ( 3rd
year student, Immigrant) .
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The language was, and is still a problem.
So much depends on the quality of the
lectures and the speaking ability of the
prof . Social- work is a highly specialj-zed
language. I cry a lot, sweat a lot and
carry my dictionary everywhere. (3rd
year student, Immigrant) .

My self esteem and confidence has grown,
especially since my English has gotten
better when I first started I thought I
might not be able to make it. I studied
English 3-4 hours a day at home. By
second year I learned some informal ski1ls
Iike how to read a book or articl-e without
having to absorb every word. (4th year
student, Immigrant).

The use of personar support is mentioned as an integral
factor in handling the stressful times. Atl students

indicated that they had someone they courd count on to
provide help and understanding at critical times in this
phase of their lives. For most students there \^rere more

than one resource available and it was often noted that
these resources met different needs:

I used all the old supports - A.A. and
Alanon but I needed more, once I was in
school. I needed a different kind of
support there, I needed both. I found
that students and staff really understood.
what I was going through and I needed
that understanding in order to change.
(Graduate, Native).

My family felt really good about me being
in the program. They supported me a lot
especially when I needed time away from
my daughter. At times I would have to
reach out and say I can't cope and they
woul_d take her to the country for the
v/eekend. (Graduate, Native) .
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4.4

Not surprisingly, the extensive changes that students

identified in themselves as a resurt of the program did
create changes in their personal relationships. Nearly

arl the students fert that the peopre who were close to
them, whether spouses or other family members, were threa-
tened by the changes that were taking place.

He didnrt want me to go to school and
for the past two years he hasn't helped
me with anything. He thought I coul_dn't
do it and. woul_d come out with nothing.
He is very frightened because he sees
me growing beyond him. (2nd year student,
Immigrant) .

Itty husband knew I was getting more
a\dare of things I wasn't aware of before
and he felt threatened. He was brought
up to expect the woman to do everything
around home. I neglected a lot of
things once school started. you have
a l_ot of stress at school without having
to worry about the things you used
to do or should do at home. I thought
he would understand but I guess he
felt too threatened. (3rd year student,
Native).

I had problems with my husband. Every
person changes. I wasnrt an exception.
I was learningr growJ_ng, analyzing
and he wasnrt. That was hard on him
to deal with and to und.erstand. He
was scared to think that I had these
opportunities and that I would leave
him. (Graduate, Immigrant) .

Impact on Personal Relationships
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He thinks that since lrve started school,
I started analyzing everything too much
and that I think I'm o.k. and everyone
else isn't. (4th year student, Native).

The threatening aspect of perceived change of the

student carried beyond the nuclear family to other relatives.
where there was a commitment on the part of the student

to maintain these relationships, the threat was overcome:

My relationships with my brothers and
sisters have changed because they haven't
changed and T have. They see the changes
Irve gone through but they don't under-
stand. Irm different to them. Going to
university has a mystic for them so they
think because I went there, I'm different-
or that we donrt have anything to talk
about except old things. Those old things
are important because they wil1 always
keep us together. (4th year student,
Native).

nlsome ways my parents and brothers and
sisters could feel tike they were in a
different position because I was getting
a degree. I'm not sure if they saw
changes in me and in my relatiõnships
with them. I donrt want that so I tried
to be very careful. It was l_ike another
task for me not to change away from my
family. (Graduate, Immigrant) .

In other cases, where the student did not have a

strong commitment to the family relationship, there was

a loosening of the ties. rn these cases each student

felt that the relationship hadn't been that positive for t]:e

student before entering the program, that they were viewed
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as "different" from the rest of the family and indeed. saw

themselves as different:

My brothers and sisters etc. think f've
changed and see me as being different.
I'm not around that much any more partly
because they think I'm studying a1t the
time and when I do see themr wê don't
agree on anything anyway. (2nd year
student, non-native).

I don't see my famity as much. I have
very different political views from
them. The program has affirmed me as
a person instead of them making me
feel l_ike an "odd ba1l", I have a stronger
personal identity and feet good about
it. (Graduate, non-native) .

For seven of the students in this study, rerationships

with spouses did end while the student was in the program.

rn all cases the student fert that the program contributed
to the demise of the rel-ationship but only by exacerbating

problems that were already inherent in the relationship.

Ar1 fert that the termination had been a positive phenomenon

in spite of the difficulties related to it:

The significant chang.e for me was that
I became a single mother. f separated
from my husband in my first year. He
abused me and I had tried separating
from him before, many times, but people
in the community always convinced me
I should go back. In my culture a woman
who leaves her husband is looked down
on. I was able to separate this time
because of the support of students and
staff. They really supported me and
isol-ated me from the pressure of the
community. (3rd year student, Immigrant).
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My marriage broke up in the lst year. It
had something to do with school, aJ-I
the time it took and my wj_fe being so
threatened. f was analyzing the rela-
tionship and realized we were in parent-
chil-d roles. It wasn't the school's
fault. The problems had already been
there. School made them bigger. Now I
know I need a relationship that is more
equal, more sharing. (3rd year student,
non-native).

After lst year I was very unhappy, I
was struggling, and all of a sudden
it hit me that my personal life was
not what I wanted. I was starting to
feel- better about myself. My mind was
opening up and the relationship just
wasn't for me. (Graduate, Native).

For the students that remained committed to their

relationships with significant others, there was an on-

going effort to improve these rel_ationships. Several

factors were mentioned as contributing to positive changes

within the relationship. First, there was the clear

expectation on the part of the student that the relationship

woul-d paraller the positive growth that the student was

experiencing:

I had to tel_l him how important the
family was to me and at the same time
that I was growing and changing. I
wanted him to understand that I wanted
a more equal relationship. f always
wanted this but it wasn't until I went
to school that I knew the marriage
wouldn't allow i-t. It became a confl-ict
because I wasn't doing anything \,vrong
but he didn't want me going out at night
to study. Al-so there was a1l the learn-
ing and growing and you can't live a
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double l-ife. In school you challenge
something, critj-cize something and try
to bring about change. Then at home
I had to be a completely different
person and I said no, I can't do that.
Whatever Irm doing outside the family,
they have to know about that. This was
the big challenge to tet them know what
ï was now. (Graduate, Immigrant).

I expect to have an equal share in the
decision making now and he knows it.
He seems glad that I'm this \¡/ay now.
He knows that he has to accept me nov¡
for the way I am. Sometimes he gets
resentful of school and we sit and tatk.
I reassure him that as long as we don't
live like we díd in the past that I'm
willing to continue the relationship.
As long as he keeps pulling himsel_f
up things will be o.k. (2nd year
student, Native).

As I rve changed and become more ar^rare
I wasn't content to let things be. This
put a strain on the relationship with
my husband. Things like the way men
treat women; and accepting that al_I
there is to life is coming home and
watching T.V.. (4th year student, Native) .

7T

Along with the expectations for growth in the relation-
ships, the students fel-t that skirrs and insights that
they were gaining in the program were arlowing them to
bring about positive changes in their personal relationships.
The process was applicable to a range of significant
relationships spouses, where relevant, chil-dren and.

members of the extended family.



program that enhances personal

of communicating, particularly

deeper feelings:

The predominant skil-l that has been acquired in the
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Being in the program affected my relation-
ship with my wife in many ways. I respect
her contribution to the family more than
I did. I respect her decisions more than
I did. Now if I want to visit a friend
I ask her. Communication is different
now. It is more sensitive, more dj-rected,
when f was mad before I didn't say anything
Now I telI her why I got mad and she te1ls
me why she got mad. This came from social-
ization through the courses and staff at
the Centre. I evaluated my personal 1ife
and existing communication. (4tfr year
student, Immigrant).

Our communication is better. At one time
in our life my husband and I couldn't
even talk without getting into a fight.
Now we can sit d.own and give each other
constructive criticism. We had severe
problems before. Now we can get angry
but have learned to l_eave each other
alone and be considerate about it.. (2nd
year student, Native).

We (student and her children) deal with
problems now by talking about it. Before
I would have just totd them that this
is the way it is and they have to accept
it. Now we discuss their feeli-ngs and
my feelings. The best thing is being
able to talk to them about problems.
(2nd year student, non-native).

The impact on my family has been really
positive. Through the school, the courses,
the people, I've learned so many different
ways of doing things. Irve learned to
express feelj_ngs which has really helped

relationships is the art
the ability to express



my kids, helped me. Before I came in
if something was bothering them, it came
out in viol_ent acts like throwing a
lunch box. They never talked about it.
Now they d.on't keep it inside because
Irve learned to talk and say things.
By going through this I couid say to
my kids it's o.k. to get angry at people,
to say you've had a bad day. Because I
was learning to verbaLíze my point of
view, and I didn't have to agrree with
something at school, I could pass this
on to them. Ways of communicating,
getting things out. I was sharing how
I learned and what I learned. (3rd year
student, non-native).

The biggest thing is I got rea11y close
to my daughter. This came from being
in the program because I was, and. would
have continued to be, a typical male.
f rm l_earning now how to express my feel--
ings. I.p.C.S. courses and the other
students had a lot to do with this. (3rd
year student, non-native) .

It wasnrt only improved communication skills but

as the next students note, more insight into the behaviour

of others that led to better relationshj_ps:

The relationship with my husband changed.
I have much more understanding of him
and this creates more peace and understand-
ing. The understanding came from 1earning
about people in my courses, knowing how
socialization affects men. I learned
to listen to him and observe what is
happening. f can see the pain of men.
By my understanding him, it helps to
avoid conflict. (2nd year stud.ent,
Immigrant) .
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School- and all the insights and personal
growth have really had a calming effect
on me and my relationships. This has
been really positive in my relationships
with my children. Before I learned
about child development and human behaviour
I was a very traditional parent. Now f
see my children as people with rights.
They like the changes in me. Home l_ife
is more relaxed. (2nd year student,
non-native).

As well, students transfer other social work skills
and attitudes such as acceptance of the other, the right
of the others to grov/ and change at their own rate, and

the ability to "hang in there" in relationships:
So there are struggles in the relationship
but it's o.k. I won't throw up my hands
and give up. Before I would have walked
away but in school Irve learned how to
stick to something - assignments, projects,
papers, having to make a commitment for
four years. At times f still struggle
with my expectations, judgements, acceptance.
To allow him to grow himself. Sometimes
I want to jump in and tell_ him how to do
it or fix it up for him but at the Centre
I was given a lot of support and direction
and encouragement to be myself. I try and
let him be himself. (Graduate, Native).
Because I have less time I make a real
effort to listen. My son moved. in with
me after being with his father for the
Iast few years. Through social work
education¡ the program and 1earning a
worker/client relationshi-p, I have
learned to hang in there in relationships.
Now I can hang in there with my son.
(3rd year student, non-native).
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Another factor that is related to the students' per-

ceptions of improved relationships is demonstrated. changes

in the significant other. This outcome was noted by most

students and seemed to accompany the increased expectations

for change and new skills to precipitate change:

My husband started taking courses. f
encouraged him to do something in that
way. Now he's taking courses at Red
River. We can study together. Itrs
been good. (4th year student, Native).

Irve had some major conflicts with my
mother. Irve gone through a lot of
anger toward her, towards stuff that
happened when I was growing up. I've
written a lot of papers around women's
issues. And its interesting because
she types all my papers for me. She
has gione through a 1ot of awareness
too this \^¡ay. At first she disagreed
with everything I write, and would
argue about it. She has changed, no\^I
she comes back saying to me some of the
things I wrote, I fe1t. Itrs nice.
Itrs a miraculous change! (3rd year
student, non-native).

Before I got into this program my husband
had a view about women. Now he thinks
dif ferently. I'm in school_, working,
making more money than him. He likes
what is happening though. Some of his
acquaintances from work rib him about
his wife in school, a social worker
being stomped on by a woman. Sometimes
they sort of put him down and it's diffi-
cul-t for him to deal with it. In his
aII male world of construction workers,
they don't understand. These men would
never und^erstand why he's working his
butt off to put me through four years
of school. But now he's growing and we
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can talk about these things. (2nd
year student, Native).

For the fol-rowing v/oman, there is a rearistic a\¡/areness

on how much change is possible within the relationship

and a dedication to bringing about more change for her

children in their future:

Irm fighting now for my children. My
three daughters will see that they have
to fight for an equal relationship. I
don't pretend to change my personal life
completely. There may be some changes
that will make life easier, but my
children are the ones who have to learn
now so that when they get into relation-
ships they will know what respect and
equality is. (Graduate, Immigrant) .

The majority of students fett that they had lost
contact with their old friends. This was of their choosing

and was associated with a range of explanations no time,
nothing ín common anymore, new priorities. For all but

one student, this phenomenon \^/as viewed positively. per-

sonal changes, new friends, closer interactions with famiry
had fil-Ied the void of the ol-d rel_ationships:

I hardly ever see my old friends. No
time and we have gone in different
directions. Ir4y friends from the past
\¡/ere part of my work scene. Now the
common element is gone. (3rd year
student, non-native).

I have had to leave a lot of friends.
They were in a different space. They
couldnrt understand my changes. They
saw me as taking Canadian values and
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leaving my culture. I ended up isolating
myself to be able to grow and deal with
them. I feel great about this. At first
I doubted myself but I have one friend
and my son who have really supported my
changes and have been at my side all along.
My son said, "I"Iom, just be yourself and
donrt worry about any criticisms. It's
about time that you thought of yourself
instead of others. (2nd year student,
immigrant) .
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For at least one student this separation from previous

friends has been regrettable:
There are negative parts of going to
school though. In life Irve lost some
things. I had to give up my old friends.
I'm not sure what happened or why. We
don't have anything in common anymore.
I've had to make new friends at school.
(3rd year student, Native).

For all the immigrant students, the concept of

"significant other" relationships incl-uded rerationships
with members of thej-r ethnic community. rt was important

to all of these students to maintain positive ties with
the community and to continue to be accepted by the com-

munity. rn cases where the student fert that time pressures

had prevented an active participation in the community,

the desire was to re-establish this rore when school- ended.

For students whose status in the community was threatened,

they managed to either retain ord connections or estabrish
new linkages. The high regard by which education is viewed

in these ethnic communities clearly helped this process.



When I first started the program, people
in the community had a low opinion of me
because they thought I wanted to be a
Canadian, to have a new cul_ture and that
is why f wanted to get a divorce. Now
they support me because they understand
why I left my husband. He has made
trouble in the community. Also there is
a very high value on education in my
culture. Now I sit on an advisory board
and am active in the community stud.ent
association. Before I wasnrt involved
in this way in the community. I have a
lot of contact with the community now.
They give me a l-ot of respect now because
of my education. (3rd year student,
Immigrant) .

I feel attached to my community and I
l-ove them, but I'm in a different
space. In one \^/ay I rm not as accepted
now because Irm not the perfect wife
and mother. I'm not close to anyone
except my relatives but there is still
no sense of being separated from the
community. Before coming into the
Centre, I was a friend to many of the
people in the community who were in
need of help. I stilt play .this role
and I think people look up to me because
I have more education and skill now.
(2nd year student, Immigrant).

7B

The recognition of the value of education and the

high esteem which others place on the student because

of this is common to students from arl different curturaL
backgrounds:

My father is so proud of me. He says
it's the most wonderful thing that could
happen to a father to have one child
out of eight get a university degree.
(Graduate, Native).



Not only is the student held in higher status by

family and community but most are "models" by which others

are already emulating:

It was really positive concerning my
brother. He used to be very unstable.
After I started school- he took a close
look at his oh/n tife and tried to
accomplish something more than he was.
I guess I was a ki¡,rd of model to him.
Now he has a good job that he has
stuck to for more than two years and
he is taking night courses at Red
River. (3rd year student, Native).

People in my community see me as an
example for them. They see if I can
make it, with my level of English,
other people in the community can make
it. Several of them have dared. to
apply to the Centre no\¡¡. (Graduate,
Immigrant) .

My son thought it was great that I went
back to school at my age. It encouraged
him to stay in school_. (Graduate, NaÈive) .

My sister-in-law and my friends also
have a positive effect from me going
to school. She models me. She was
workingr quit her job and went back
to school. (4th year student, Immigrant).

My daughter wasn't planning on going to
university before. She is now. It all
started about three years into the
program. She started talking about it,
making plans. She is encouraging me
to get my masterrs degree. The influence

My father and mother are reaÌJ_y proud
of me. I'm the first one in our famiJ-y
who made it to university. (3rd year
student, non-native).
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4.5

of me going to school has really been
good in this way. (Graduate, Native).

Dilemmas of the Student Role

4.5.r

Most of the students in the Inner City Social Work

program add their student role to existing family roles
of marital partner and/or parent. For these students

role adjustment and. accommodation are major features of
the process of going to school:

BO

Interaction With Other Ro1es

Sometimes you donrt know which way to
turn. My husbandrs not working right
now. He gets down. Hers been going
through a difficult time. I'm trying
to pick him up and give him encourage-
ment. Itm a wife, mother, student.
I donrt wish that on anyone. you have
to be rea1ly strong. The kids will-
argue and you have to straighten them
out. I.,ly daughter wj_11_ want to talk
and you really need the time for your-
self. When I started school I didn't
know how much time I had to commit to
school and to my family. I had to
Iearn how to balance this and most im-
portantly, have some time to myself.
You also have to squeeze in a 1ot of
studying, time for essays, a part-time
job since my husband is out of work,
travel-l-ing by bus to school, one hour
each way, trying to catch up on reading
between everything eIse. It's hard.
You just can't say I'11 forget about
one of these things. You have to do
them all. (2nd year student, Native).



The process of adjustment often involves the whole

family:

There was a problem with my husband.
If I had to study or go to.the library,
he had to take care of the children.
This was nev/ for him and a difficult
adjustment. He didn't like me going
out in the evening to do these things.
He was very much socialized that after
6:30 women should be home with the
family. My children also at first
complained about mommy going out. They
weren't used to being alone with daddy.
I tried to have everything ready for
them so they wonrt notice I'm gone.
I really over work. (Graduate, Immigrant).

B1

Sometimes the acquisition of the student role is

concurrent with changes in other ro1es. For these students,

there are numerous stresses while transitions are being

made:

In first year I was in a state of shock.
I was going through a lot of changes.
Going back to school. Becoming a single
parent. Raising a small child alone.
I had been a man in a laboring job then
went into social work, which my friends
saw as a "feminine" job. I turned 30.
In other words, I started al-I over again.
It was a real- financial strain. I had
to find babysitters, there was the strain
of the separation, sched.uling problems,
studying, putting my daughter to bed,
and then doing homework, being tired and
forgetful. (3rd year student, non-native).

For students with children there was an ongoing process

of role assessment and priorization according to the demands



of the situation:

A big problem was having to be away
from my daughter so much. I learned
to be at every class so f could keep
up on what's going on. This meant I
could spend more time with her in the
evening. I didn't have to read so much.
I never stopped to think about which
role was most important. I had to do
them all. They were simultaneous. If
my daughter was sick she was priority.
f would stay home with her. (Graduate,
Native).

Sometimes the student and mother roles
conflicted for me. Sometimes I ask
"What is priority". If I have a paper
or something for school due then I think
this is priority and I have to make
time for my children after that. In
myself I sometimes feel tike I'm putting
school ahead of them because I have to
but I will make time for them later.
(3rd year student, Immigrant).

I think this is very important to share
with you. I was a wife and mother. I
had to org'anize my life and find a way
to dedicate myself to both. Children
get sick, what comes first when you
want both? (Graduate, Immigrant).

B2

For the above stud.ent and for several other students,
some program staff were not sensitive enough to the dilemmas

of the parent role for the student. When a chitd was

sick, there would be a priorization of rores and the parent

rore took precedence. This created problems for the student

with Winnipeg Education Centre:



Itrs very hard because the Centre expects
the student rol-e to be fj-rst. My family
expects the wife and mother role to come
first. I think the Centre has to be more
sensitive to this i-ssue. Some in the
Centre supported me in this struggle,
others said you have to be the same as
at the university. I don't have parents
or other family here so when my children
are sick, I coul-dn't ask any of them to
care for the chil-dren. Ir{y husband works.
I was the only one. (Graduate, Immigrant)
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The most important role is being a father.
The school isnrt sensitive to that. The
needs of single fathers are really unre-
cognized. I have a lot of pressure
trying to be both parents. She wants to
spend time with daddy. I stay home with
her when she's sick. But I hate missing
school, yoü miss out on that 1ecture and
you're behind. I get the feeling that
the profs just don,t understand these
things. (3rd year student, non-native).

The followíng student resolved this difficul_ty by

"educating" the Centre staff:
I had a hard time to take on the student
role and study when you have other
responsibilities. you're a mother. The
role of mother is the most important role.
The mother role came first. If my son
was sick I stayed home. I had to straighten
people at the Centre out so they would
understand this. My role as mother came
first because my home life \Á/as my main
role. Anything else was outside of that.
Being a student became a second role. I
got flack about this the first time I
stayed home because my son was sick. I
wanted to be honest about why I didn't come
in. After I straightened this person out,
it was o.k.. (Graduate, Native).



4.5.2 Contradictions Between "Centre philosophies and

A major theme that emerges from the discussions on

the nature of the student rol-e is the perception of students

that some of the practices and policies of the program

are contradictory to the principles of social work that

are being taught.

Feeli-ngs of beinq placed in a vuJnerable position

are fostered early, through the nature of the ad.missions

process to the social work program. In order for the

student to enter (s)he must demonstrate high 'need' as

one component of admissj_on criteria. For the following

student this creates a situation where the student is

an 'object'¡ less than the staff :

To get into the program you have to tell
all your problems, expose yourself. So
we come in l_ike puppy dogs with our tails
between our legs. you are vulnerable
You become the object of discussion. One
prof took advantage of my naivete . When
I tol-d this person something in confidence,
he later used it in public. This person
destroyed the concept of trust. (4th
year student, Native).

The student rol-e brings a reality in which the indi-

vidual has few choices and action is often directed by

others in the environment. The frustration and anger

Practices
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at this situation is apparent;

I had been very competent in my job
before I cam to W.E.C. I felt good
about my ability. But being a
student changed that in one way.
You lose your control and independence.
You have to depend on others for your
sense of worth. The whole grading
system does that. The school milieu
contributes to the students' sense
of powerlessness. The professors
and administrators have all_ the power
and you have to measure up. This is
implicit in thei-r expectations. (3rd
year student, non-native) .

Having to answer to other adults, not
being treated as an adult. I felt I
wasn't as independent going back to
school. The whole money system. First
year was the worst. I had earned my
money before. I didn't have to give
information about my family in order
to get it. So there was that financial
difficulty. The other thing is if you
were late or missed school, there was
the attitude that I should be there.
Irm an adult and f feel responsible
enough to monitor myself. (4th year
student, Native).

Nowhere does this sense of frustration and. anger

come through so clearly as in the area of the stud.ents'

financial allowance. rdentified by a majority of students

as a violation of their human rights, this system of

'support' is very negatively viewed. The arlowance system

is based on family income so that the amount a student

receives will j-ncrease or decrease as there are changes
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j-n the family finances. In the past students were respon-

sible for notifying administration in any changes in family

situation that would require an adjustment in the financiar
allowance. As well, family i_ncome was rather loosely

interpreted so students would usually not report living
partner allowance unless it was a stable common-law or

B6

marital- relatj-onship. Thj-s meant that most students re-

cej-ved some financial support from the centre regardless

of the family situation. A change brought forward this
year, to more carefully moni_tor the allowance system,

requires that all students submit quarterly statements

of their family financial situation. As noted below,

this and other aspects of the student allowance system

are the sources of critical and widespread attack:

The financial allowance system is
really bad. Itts just another form
of social assistance and for those
of us who were on social assistance,
it's not good to be in that system
again. Before, when I was on welfare
I bought the whole image of what
everyone else saw - a wel_fare recipient.
I didn't think that when I came to
W.E.C. that I would be stigmatized
again. It would be much better if
there wasn't a stigma attached to the
allowance. The whol_e reporting system
is just another form of welfare. you
really aren't entitled to the money if
it is left at the discretion of those
holding the purse strings. (2nd year
student, rron-native) .



f would like everyone to get an all_owance
so they can count on a contribution. It
keeps your morale up. Everyone should get
a check regardless of whether they are
marriedr or not, regardless of their per-
sonal situation. I always have to ask
for more, money for clothes for fie1d,
money when my husband is laid off. I
have to work part-time or we woul-dn't make
it. We donrt have any income to depend on.
ff I had a steady income from the Centre,
I wouldnrt always be in downer, worried
about my husband being laid off. He would
work one d.y, then be laid off the next.
I don't like running to the school, lj_ke
a welfare office, when something changes
in the family. It's more trouble thañ
it's worth. It's easier to take a job
myself. (2nd year student, Native).
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allowance throughout

the benefits of this
as a woman:

The following student received a

For me, the student allowance issue is
very important. The all_owance I got
was very important support. Even though
f was married and my husband was workirg,
my income was needed. It was important
to them and me to have me contributing
to the family income. It took pressure
off the whole family because if I hadn't
been going to school- I would have been
working. Now students don't automatically
get an allowance. you have to be very
careful if you take that away. It's a
contradiction because we always hear that
means testing is unfair. The best thing
would be to have a minimum income. My
income was steady and this was the main
benefit because I could do some planning
and feel tike part of the family. I was
contributing something. This was very

her years at the

to her family and

small, but consj_stent

Centre. She lists
to her personally,



For the students below, and others in the study,

the financial support system was seen as a part of a re-

ciprocal agreement between themselves and W.E.C. Each

side has rights and obligations and the current financial-
policies rescind or undermine their rights and their
dignity:

The financial system is very bad. When
I first started I was under the impression
that this \^ras a contract. I would be a
student and f would be given an al-Iowance.
Now I dontt have that right. It is
humiliating to have to account for my
income and family situation and know that
at any time the right to receive my o\¡/n
allowance can be taken away. I feel like
I have to justify receiving this money
that I was previously led to believe f
was earning and had a right to. They said,
"This is like a job, and you are being paid
to go to school". There is a d.ignity about
that. Now we feel as if we have to beg for
the allowance. yet we are sti1l expected.
to fulfil- our part of the contract. This
makes us powerless. In our cl_asses we
are told to go out and. fight for what we
believe in, then at the Centre we are told
what to do and when to do it. The rules
are given to us and. we must fol_l_ow them.
This is a conflict from what we are taught.
It's like saying, "Do what I say and not
what I do". (2nd year student, Immigrant).

important. Without it you are dependent
in your relationship. (Graduate, Immigrant).

BB

Fina1J-y, in addition to restating this theme, the

following student points out that with these financiar



policies, the Centre is demonstrating an insensitivity
toward, and ignorance of, the context of the lives of

these adult students:
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The whole financial allowance system
makes me feel- like I'm begging. When
I came in I thought it was like a Ì¡rage,
something I was earning. I won't ask
for help. IrlI do it some other way.
And they can't understand that it's not
just one person, a student, that they
deal with. If someone in my family
needs help, regardless if they live
with me or not, I will- he1p. We are a
unit. A lot of people will just go with
the system here rather than fightinq
it. It makes no sense to fight it. You
get the third degree. I even got a loan
from a finance company at 252 interest
rather than beg from the Centre. (4th
year student, Native).

Other financial practices are seen as limiting rights
and choj-ces. The following student comments on the Centre'

policy of referring students to free dental clinics rather

than subsidizing other dental care.

I donrt like to be told what I should
do and. not do. Like telling us to go
to Mt. Carmel Clinic for dental work
rather than allowing us to have choices.
I understand the budget is tight but
the Centre needs to understand the type
of people they are working with. Most
of us had to struggle aII our lives to
get where \^/e are. To say "why do you
want to see your own dentist?" is an
insult. frm not going to Mt. Carmel
Clinic to hear those racist bastards
say "why don't you brush your teeth".
Your dignity is taken away from you.
(4th year student, Native).



4.6 Differences In Learninq Styles

As students these individuals bring with them patterns

of learning and expectations of the teacher/Iearner

situation based on previous experience and culturar back-

grounds. For nearly all of the native students, and for
every immigrant student in this study, there \,\rere dil-emmas

based on these differences in the students' previous models

of learning and the situation as found in the learning
institution of Winnipeg Education Centre.

For the native students previous learning in the

family and curtural contexts had involved a shared, non-

hierarchicar interaction between teacher and learner and

an expectation that the rearner observe and listen rather
than question and articulate. At the Centre there \,ùas

a more formal teaching structure, a highly verbally based

curriculum and an expectation that most learning would

be abstracted from direct experience. This created both

value and practical dilemmas for the native students.

Furthermore, the dilemmas were often made worse by the

fact that the differences were never acknowledged and

their model never validated in the program.

There is a big difference between the
way I was taught to learn and the way
we do things at the Centre. My way
of learning is to listen and observe.
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People \ô/ere bothered by that at the
Centre. We were expected to do a lot
of discussing. I don't think I could
learn if I had to comment on every
Iittle thing that is tossed my way,
always listening to what was being
said*and to what wasnrt said. My way of
learnirrg'was never talked about theie. We
never discussed how peøple 1earn or the
differences bctween us.
(Graduate, Native).

difference in the learning style of the above

is i-ndicative of a value base that carries forth

articul-ation of a social work practice value:

People get impatient and want things to
happen. They talk a lot and think this
is causing things to happen. I take my
learning slowly. I have to integrate
it in my own vùay, fit it into my value
base. OnIy then can learning be real
to me. The same with change. You
can't force it. It happens when it is
right. It happens gradually, so we don't
have to be so anxious about it.
(Graduate, Natj-ve) .
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into an

Another native student emphasizes the struggle to

adapt to a new model:

Before, all my learning was practical.
I had a difficult time expressing myself
and my feelings. I was taught to be
quiet, don't say too much. My grandmother
taught me a lot. She talked and I was
to listen. Here, there are att the big
fancy words. I had a terrible time with
that. I was stubborn and I wanted to
write in my own \day, but I couldn't pass
if I did that. I was angry a lot that I
had to do it their way. I learned to



write for the profs because I was tired
of fighting it. (Graduate, Uative).

A third graduate repeats the theme:

The way I was taught growing up, I lived
what I was taught. There was no such
thing as writing stuff down. f was told
things that Irm just now starting to
understand. The experience at school
was totally different. That was so hard.
It was a teacher-student relationship and.
it's kindof late in life for me to try and
relate to that. Before it wasn't a teacher-
student relationship, thatrs for sure. The
people that were teaching you didn't come
on as teachers, you were treated l-ike an
equal but still expected to learn. I'm
still learning from my elders. I got
indoctrinated at school though. I went
to see an elder about two years ago and I
brought pencíl and paper. She laughed at
me and said, "What are you doing? Are you
going to write everything down?" I said,
"No, f just wanted to take a few notes".
She took my paper and pencil away and
said, "You cannot learn and write at the
same time. For you to learnr 1zou listen".
I think that's why I didnrt take too many
notes at school. (Graduate, Native).
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A current student felt that his way of learning was

not only different but d.evalued at the Centre:

I was taught to learn things by watching
and not saying anything. We weren't
allowed to talk while being shown some-
thing. This presented difficulties all
through school-. At the Centre you are
supposed to tell everything, talk a lot,
do your learning from books and words.
This underplayed and devalued the way I
v/as taught. To me it was an insul-t to
my parents. (4th year student, Native).



The sensitivity of one instructor provided a significant

learning experience for the last student:

The time I learned the most at the Centre
was when an instructor sat down with
me and showed me step by step how to
write a critique. He didnrt teIl me,
he showed me. He did it with me and
this is how I \^/as brought up to learn.
Now I can write critiques myself. (4th
year student, native)

The immigrant students also had problems related

to incongruencies in the teaching style and learning

expectations at w.E.c. and practices in their home countries.

Generalizations cannot be made on the basis of immigrant

status alone as each cultural background varied widely

from another. One consistency, however, in the observations

of the immigrant students in the study is that W.E.C.

had a much less formal pattern of student/professor inter-

action than those of previous 'home' experiences. All

of the students eventually ad.apted to this and enjoyed

the more informal contact but the initiat adjustment

washard for some. A southeast Asian student comments:

I took my learning style from my home
country. There you had many questions
but you couldn't ask the professor.
Here you can ask freely and if you
don't understand the professor is
willing to give you help. At first
I didn't feel comfortable expressing
myself like that in cl-ass, then I
saw many other students doing it and
I learned. (3rd year student, immigrant)
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Another southeast Asian further explains the

differences and the difficul-ties involved in adjustment:

Education has a very high value back
home. The instructor has high status.
Whatever a professor says you should
acknowledge and learn. In general
everything was memorized. We depended
on everything the teacher said in a
lecture. We had to remember details.
We did not challenge the teacher. Here
\,re get conflicting ideologies from
different professors and there is
confusion about which to learn. At
f j-rst I didn't want to ask guestions
of the professors because it didn't
seem like the thing to do. Then I
woul-d ask the prof a question, very
respectfully outside of class and.
he would try and get me to think about
it, he would sây, "what do you think?"
This was confusing to me because in
my country, the instructors tol_d us
the answers. I got comfortable in
a couple of months. Calling each
other by first names helped and profs
were very comfortable to accept mistakes
and to respect students'answers. (4ttr
year student, immigrant)

This same

cultural norms

one's personal

work education

way:

student discusses the diÌemma of having

which constrain verbal articulations of
feelings and the

that the student

Putting forth yourself in discussion
in a group was very hard. We tended
to be quiet. Because our academic
training wasnrt in logic or critical
thinking we couldn't put our ideas
in logical form on the spot. We had
to learn new ways of thinking and
Iearning. It fett l-ike I should

expectation in social
will participate in that



participate, say something, in order
to say it. I would hear people talking
and making no sense. At f irst I fel_t
pressure then I felt the expectations
were ridiculous. Most people were
involved in the discussion and I would' feel terrible if I didn't say anything
and felt funny if I did. (4th year
student, immigrant)

For two of the immigrant students, the rigors of
academia of winnipeg Education centre v/ere less than

those experienced in their home countries. Although this
places less demand on them as students, they feel that
this situation has drawbacks:

In my country academic demands were
very rigid and you have no choj_ces.
Here you have choices. This is a
big p1us. Over there they expect
students to work independently and
be creativet to work not only on the
few books that \^/ere in the lecture
but others, to propose our own topics
and themes and work independently.
Here I see a wasting of human ability.
If I felt more pressure on me to be
creati_ve I would find energy and time
to do it. Because it isn't expected,
I donrt, and many others donrt. (3rd
year student, immigrant)

Another immigrant feers that the academic demands on

students in the social work program are row, seeming to
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refl-ect staff expectations

The students are
than the minimum.
extra book lists
required for the
be chal-Ienged to

of lower student ability:

not expected to do more
We often don't get

beyond the few books
courses. lVe should
do more reading and



Ínvestigating of topics. It seems
like the staff vi_ew us as disadya_ntaged
and this sets lower starrdards for
us. (2nd year student, immigrant)

contrast that with the fol-lowing perception of two

non-immigrants students on the same topic and one can see

that there is a wide range of experiences and viewpoints

that somehow must be accommodated within the sociar work

program:

I have felt a lot of pressure to live
up to 'the campus' standards. Thj_s
meant that the students at the Centre
had to be three times better than
campus students to be as good. This
realIy put stigma on us. It was like
because we were tdisadvantagedr we
had to measure up. It was a subtle
kind of pressure - more work in the
classes, a longer academic yearr êx-
pectations of the staff that we woul_d
be tthe same' as the campus students.
It seemed like we had to do more.
I have tal_ked to campus students and
comparing it I think we do have higher
expectations placed on us. (3rd year
student, non-native)

There is so much academic pressure
at the Centre for myself the pressure
is just to pass, not to d.o well_. I
have been down and struggling to get
up the l_ast couple months. Especially
in my social policy course. There
seems to be so much emphasis on it,
the profs and students saying its
such an important course. I don't
understand the lectures, the reading
material, it,s alt new, so much to
understand. (lst year student, native)
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4.7 WinniÞeq Education Centre as a "Practice" Environment

From the perspecti-ve of the students in this study,
there j-s unanimity in the feering that winnipeg Education

centre offers a unique educational opportunity. The small
closed setting and the presence of students from varied
ethnic and cultural backgrounds provide opportunities
for sociar work learning that they feer wourd not have

happened at the main university campus. particurarry
evident to these students are the acquisition of group

skills and the cross cultural knowled.ge that comes from

the learning setting. These insights and skitl_s at working
with other people are seen as pararleÌing the significant
personar growth that occurred., and furthermore, were

recognized as a valuabre assets to carry forth as social
work professionals. The meshing together of these people

from different backgrounds resurted in a program where

each fett that their and others,contributions were signi-
ficant and val-ued. rn a word, they fert part of a group:

At the Centre itrs really good. becauseitrs an affirmative action program butnot just for native people so nobody
is rtargeted'. We are just part of agroup neither here or there. That
helps me. I feel like Irm on an equal
basis with everyone else. I've met
immigrants, your basic white people,
there isn't that extra burden of being
on the outside. There are so many
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dj-fferent types
brings everyone
share different
student, Native)

4.7.I Development of Group Skills

one of the major adjustments and urtimately skil-ls
that students learn, is how to get along in a group. The

intensive and significant amount of time the students

spend with a relativery small number of students forces

their 'survival' and 'practice' .skiI1:
For myself I learned from the Centre
that not everyone,s going to like
everybody. frve learned to try and
get along with people. Each one has
something to offer. you can take it
or leave it. you make the most of it.
If you are there to learn, you find
something good about that person. If
you tal_k to someone you donrt think
you get along with, yoü talk to them
and f ind something you l_ike. I've
learned how to get along with people.
Itrs going to be that way on the job.
That's the reality. you will run into
people you don't 1ike. A smart person
will learn it like a lesson. Wort withit and around it. you can't change
every bad situation. We have the
opportunity to practice this at the
Centre. Look again, you can di_g out
the good if you try. Instead of con-
centrating on the negative, Iook for
the positive. I feel 1ike I've been
abl_e to do this with other students.
(2nd year student, Native).

9B

of people there. It
together because people
things. (lst year



Before I was very passive, not able
to speak in groups. Now I can express
myself in groups. I have had a chance
to get comfortable in my year group.
Now I can speak in different groups,
do presentations. This happened both
in class and j-nformally. Like when
you go to the student lounger !ot1 feel
free to talk to any student even if
they are not in your year group. (3rd
year student, Immigrant).

In that place there virtually is no
privacy. You are forced to get along.
You are confined with the same people
each day. One thing is for surer 1zoulearn to get along with others. (2nd
year student, Immigrant).
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For first
is one of the

months. This

if the student

different:

year students this 'learning to get along'

characteristics that define the first few

is not always a smooth process especially
has expectations that things would be

We were tol_d that we were going to be
l-ike a family. This real1y didn't
happen. There are a lot of different
personalities there. A great deal of
the time was spent trying to find a
balance and figure out how f was going
to work with those people. Getting
to know them, understanding that I
woul-dn't and couldn't be close to some
of them and making the adjustment.
(lst year student, non-native).

once the adjustment occurs the students find that
learning from one another can and does occur. close in-
teraction with peopre who have experiences that are the



focus of social work curricula make the learning both

personal and real to these students:

I found an acceptance in school. For
the first time people were listening
to me so in turn I listened to the
other people there. And what they were
saying I took to be the truth. This
was real, not in a book. So I thought
"why did I think differently about this
before". Thatrs how I examined such
things as prejudice. (3rd year student,
non-native).

Being around people who are in difficult
situations and have experienced discrimina-
tion affirmed what f was being taught and
how to dispel the prejudices you read in
the media. (Graduate, non-native) .

You canrt escape the issues there. The
social work issues are lived out in that
place. You have to take it in, everyone's
experience, pain, growth. you realize
that it. aII comes from working through the
issues in the classroom, in the coffee room.
The requirement to spend so much time to-
gether forces interactj_on. (3rd year
student, non-native).
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4.7.2 Cross Cultural Learning

Through close interaction with others from different

backgrounds the students fel-t that a great deal of cross-
culture knowledge was obtained. lvlost of this knowledge

was acquired outsi-de the cl-assroom. several students

noted that there vras little formal content in courses

on value orientatj-on in a cross cultural perspective¡ or



discussion of personal cul-ture, traditions, mores that
shaped student experiences. While there was an emphasis

placed within the curriculum on native issues, this gen-

erally involved an analysis of socio-political factors

rather than cultural identities with respect to immigrant

issues. There was an absence of either the socio-politicar
realities or the cultural phenomena:

Cross cultural issues are not stressed
in the courses. I learned things on my
own because of my own interest in this.
But what I would like to say is it's
strange to me that in one small place
with so many different groupsr people
don't know more about each otherrs
background. (3rd year student, Immigrant).
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The following student agrees that cross cultural

knowledge j-sn't shared in the cl_assroom but feel-s that

informal- contact is the best way of learning:

I learned from other students to
respect their dif ferences, l_earned
about different cultures. Instructors
need to reinforce the fact that some
cu1tural values can't be expressed.
It goes against the culture to arti-
culate it. You learn by being with
them. (4th year student, Native).

A third student felt that there was an attempt to

bring out cultural differences in some classes but instructors

were not necessarily knowledgeable or sensitive to these

issues:



Cul_tural differences and cultural values
were talked about in classes, especially
in comparison to campus. But cultural
sensitivity in the learning process
varied. Among students there was sen-
sitivity but from profs to students,
it reali-y depended on the prof . Some
are naive or ignore cultural values.(4th year student, Immigrant).

An example of this insensitivity is the following
value dilemma that was presented for an immigrant student

through the courses. Fortunately, he was abre to resorve
the dilemma through his own creative resources:

A few courses led me to sense that
women should get out of the house.
Should is the key. t4y wife stays
home and this perception made me
feel guilty. A cultural val_ue was
part of this. I used another cul-
tural value to deal with it. In-
ternal affairs were our business.(4th year student, Immigrant).

Despite the lack of formal emphasj-s on cross culturar
knowledge most students fert that informarly they acquired
a heightened alvareness of peopre from different backgrounds

and they established relationships that broke down cross

cultural barriers:
I learned about different cultures and
students' backgrrounds so that when I
go out into my community, I can share
these things and others will be able
to be with others who have different
backgrounds. (3rd year student,
Immigrant) .
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A very good thing about W.E.C. is that
we can challenge those things that keep
us apart in the wider community like
discrimination. (Graduate, fmmigrant) .

I've learned not to be critical or judge-
mental and to respect other people's
lives. I guess I've learned this by wat-
ching and observing other people at
school-. We as students have a tot in
common, regardless of colour and that
when people have problems, like most
of us at the Centre, we need friends,
not enemies. (3rd year student, Native).

This transcendence from seeing group differences to
a recognition and identification of similarities is a

l_0 3

common theme with the students. There appears to be stages

in the development of the students that mentioned this
phenomenon from seeing the individual, then group differ-
ences, to a perspective which sees more commonalities

and identifications based on humanness rather than sub-

groups.

The most valuable thing Irve learned
is deal-ing with other people and
learning their values. Going through
the Centre I learned we are al_I human
beings and Irve learned why we are
like we are. (Graduate, Native).

Before I only saw the wrongs of people,
now f see the beauty. The opportunitj-es
at school- to be mixed with so many dif-
ferent people has taught me to be ob-
jectíve rather than judgemental. I am
just now begJ-nning to be able to open
up to students at the Centre. Last
year I was isolated both from my com-
munity and the other students because I
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A central theme that tends to characterize the ex-

perience of being a student in the social work program

at Winnipeg Ed.ucation Centre is the development of a

strongly positive sense of the self. This process is
in turn related. to other identified phenomena including
stress and anxiety as self perceptions changer r€-
definition of personar rerationships, a recognj-tion and

assertion of rights and a stronger understanding and

acceptance of others.

Two major influences on the above processes appear

throughout the data. First is the curricura of the socj_a1

work program, specifically the components which foster
personar and. societar val-ue identification, and those

which develop analyses of the socio-economic roots of
sociar problems. second are factors rel-ated to this
particular educational setting, namery close contact with
other students and staff who provide both und.erstanding

of and support for personal changes the student experiences.

As well, the opportuni_ty to interact with people from

diverse backgrounds who are riving out the social work

situations discussed in the classroom affords an integration
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of the curricul-um and an appreciation and respect for
di-fferences and similarities in people.

A more detailed summary of the components of the

student experience follows.

5.1 Chanqes in the Self

I06

It is very cl-ear that outcomes of the process of

social work education for these students are positive

changes in self-confidence and self-esteem. Indicative

of these changes are recognition and assertion of one I s

rights, feelings of having more internal control over

one's life and excitement and. optimism about the future.

Along with these perceptions are higher expectations for

sel-f and others, and a striving to change situations that

do not meet the new standards of quality. Integral to

this emergence of a more positive sense of self is an

indepth examination of the serf and of others. This exam-

ination was promoted through "awareness" deveroped through

the social work courses. This awareness encompassed both

personal and societal value and ideological analyses,

and socio-poriticar consciousness of the nature of social

problems.

several courses proved to be very infruentiar in this
process. Interpersonal Communication Skil_l_s and Human
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just me". There was a period of transition from being

in the throes of anxiety and stress and working through

these and other student issues to feering more confident

and self assured. At the end of the transition, which

took up to two years, the student had a strong sense of

who and what self was and a strongty positive value toward.

self.

It can be surmised that the fact that there \^/ere

such positive outcomes of this process of self-examination

is at least partly related to the affirmative action

characteristics of the students chosen to be in the social
work program at Winnipeg Education Centre. Much of the

awareness that is created in social work education concerns

individuar and group situations that these students have

experienced or have known directly. The consciousness

raised around social problems was not an abstract experience

for these students. They lived out these rearities and

could strongry identify with both the issues and the pro-

cesses of discrimination, racism, sexism and crassism.

rn effect this awareness became a direct understanding

of personar rife experiences, and accordingry, a reframing

of self identity. For many of the students self identity
arso has a group component. This is especiarry true for
the women and the natives. rt appears that consciousness
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or awareness of oneself as a member of a discriminated

group fosters an j-dentity with other discriminated peoples.

Many students had strong group identities with both native

people and women. Here the influence of the program with

the foci on native and women's issues can cl-earIy be seen.

In addition to the influences of the curricula on

the process of positive self identity, is the environment

of the program. Students were able to apply the awareness

and knowledge raised in the classroom: "Being around people

who lived out social situations and were the victims of

discrimination affirmed what was learned in the classroom".

There was also a great deal of support for the struggle

that the student was experiencing as a result of the pro-

cesses described above: "There was always someone, either

staff or another student to talk to who wourd understand

what was happening". For many students, the Centre was

the place to try out new ideas and new behaviours consistent

with a new self image. It became a base of support to

transfer the changes to other parts of their lives:

At school I was growing and changing
then at home I had to be a com-

pletety different person. I said
"no" I can't do that that was
the big challenge to let them know
what I was no\,{.
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5.2 Impact on Significant Relationships

Changes in self-perception and higher expectations

for self and others affected the students, personal re-

lationships. rn all cases there was the expectation that

personal relationships would accommodate to some degree

the more positi-ve self image that the student was acquiring.

This was particularly evident in many of the women who,

having had consciousness raised around women's issues,

no\,v expected to have more equal rel-ationships with men.

Consistent with this were expectations that the partner

and/or other significant people would change and parallel

to some degree the growth of the student. For several

students this did not happen and ties Ìdere loosened or

severed. In all cases the student felt that s(he) had

precipitated this acti-on and the outcome was favourable

for .her/him. For aIl of these students there were positive

changes in relationships that were maintained. In these

relationships higher expectations by the student were

accompanied by newly developed skil-l-s by which to facilitate

change. These skills were seen as having been taken di-

rectly from the social work learning situation. They

included communication and group skilrs, attitudinal skilts

of tolerance, acceptance and belief in change, and the

It0



skirl of "hanging in there" in relationships. once again

the rnterpersonal communi-cations course and. the Human

Behaviour course were cited as being especially influential
in developing the ski1l and insight necessary to create

changes in personal relationshíps.

There appeared to be a barance of higher expectations

and assertion of newly found rights, with a realistic
understanding and empathy for the significant others in
these students' l-ives. The student maintained a sense

of identity with the situation of the other: "r could

feel the pain of men and the way they were sociarized"
or "r had to make sure r didn't grow away from my people".

But, the predominant effect noted earl-ier, increased posi-
tive sel-f image, determined that new standards of quality
in relationships \,vere expected and must be lived out.

"r reassure him that as long as we donÉt rive like we did
in the past ilm wirling to continue the relationship".

A high proportion of students in the study were r^romen

and. their relationships with men had previously been

"unegual" in their views. Arr of these women were now

living out expectations of more equarity. For those who

continued to be invorved with the same partners, there

was considerabl-e adjustment and redefinition in those

rerationships. Yet, the stronger sense of self was evident
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in the determination of these women to continue to assert

their rights.

Once again the setting appears to be a key factor
in supporting changes for the student. Several women

noted the support from other \{omen who were also struggring
with personal rel-ationships. "At the Centre I was part
of other women who were talking about these things, sharing";

"ft was through school- that I met feminists and people

struggling with feminism and with life not having

to depend on a husband to survive".

LL2

Student support is not only to be found among \^/omen

for relationship issues, men afso found support for changes.

"I got really close to my daughter I'm learning how

to express my feelings. Other students had a lot to do

with this".

As people change and their self identities change,

there is the risk that they will become isolated or arien-
ated from their former reference groups. A programmatic

hope is for these students to return to inner city reference

groups as professional social workers. Thus, it is in-
teresting to speculate on whether or not estrangement

is occurring. Nearly all of the students fel-t that they

had lost contact with former friends. All but one viewed

this as positive as they fert they did not have same common



interests and/or time to socialize with those people.

As noted earlier for native peopre the sense of native
identity is strengthened while in the program. The immi-

grants and refugees feel that both self and community

perceptions of the student now view the student as being

"different", primarily because there has been the incurcation
of "canadian" values. rn spite of this the student has

managed to maintain cl-ose ties to the ethnic community.

A final- common theme that concerns the student and

her/his social networks is the "modelling effect".
Most students could cite examples of other people

being influenced to improve their l-ife situations as a
result of seeing the student in the social work program.

common occurrences were the return to school of a famiry
member or friend, job entry or changes, incenti_ve and

confidence for others to apply to similar programs and

higher academic aspirations for chirdren. The "spin off"
effects of this program are numerous and tangible. As

one student noted "it's not just one person, the student,
that the centre deals with". Most students have extensive

and strong family and community ties and it appears that
many people in addition to the students are benefiting
from the program.
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5.3 Dilemmas of the Student Role

Students who enter the social work program at Winnipeg

Education Centre are.adults with a variety of adult rol-es

and responsibilities. The acquisition of the student

role with its many demands put great straj_n on the other

roles. The impact on personal relationships has been

described. Another area where the student role clearly

impinged on existing roles was parenthood. Most students

in the study were parents and for them the parent role

had equal or higher status than the student ro1e. This

meant that the needs of children were constantly being

priorized and accommod.ated. Guilt at not spending enough

ti-me with chil-dren was a common theme. The d.ilemma of

parent/student role adjustment was exacerbated by the

feeling that "The Centre" emphasized the primacy of the

student ro1e. This attitude by the staff was seen as

being insensitive to the adult status of these students

and to the other responsibil-ities that demanded their

attention.

Certain policies and practices of the program were

seen by students as contradictory to the principles of

social work that were being taught. This was especially

noted in the financial allowance system called "d.iscretio,naa1r",
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"means testing" "dehumanizing" and "stigmatizing". ThiS

system was seen as violating basic rights of d.ignity and

autonomy. Principles of economic control, concepts em-

phasized in the social work curricula, were seen as being

violated by financial practices within the program. This

was particularly offensive as most had had very negative

experiences with social- assistance programs and had hoped

that entering the Centre would change such conditions

for themselves and others.

Once again it is apparent that the positive self-

esteem and confidence that has developed in the program

is a dominant feature of the student experience. There

was awareness of the discrepancies between program philoso-

phy and practice and a strong articulation of individual

rights. The problem source was identified as being external

to the students and they were not allowing the process

to reflect negativelY on them.

lrs

5.4 Value Dilemmas Related to the Student Role

several value dilemmas $rere posed for the students

in the study as a result of being in the program. some

!,/ere directly related to the inculcation of social work

values and the individual weighing these against personal



values. other dil-emmas however were a resul-t of curtural-

factors that conflicted with the learning situation. The

expectation in social work education that the student

shoul-d be willing and able to disclose personal values,

emotions and opinions was contrary to the cultural beliefs

and experiences of many of the native and immigrant students.

Related to this are d.ifferences between the culturally

based values and experiences around rearning as an activity

and the real-ities of the university institution and program

of studies.

For several native students, previous culturally

valued models of learning stressed observation and listening

for the learner and direct modelling of a teacher in a

non-hierarchical relationship. These were incongruent

with the program expectations of power differential between

teacher and learner, verbal articulations of opinions

and ideas and wordy and abstract written presentations.

The immigrant students were also presented with varue

dilemmas because of culturally based experiences. while

it is difficult to gieneralize because there were severar

cultural groups represented, common to these students

was a pattern of learning that was formal, hierarchi-cal

and not conducive to questioning or charlenging an instructor.

For different reasons therefore, they found the system of
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teaching and rearning incongruent with past experiences.

The resurt of the diremmas was a generar sense by

these students that their cultural experiences and realities
\{ere devarued. This occurred because there was not a

forum to discuss the differences nor a recognition on

the part of staff of the varidity of the students' per-
spectives and experiences.

LT7

5.5 The "Centre" As a practice Environment

The unique characteristics of this social work program

provided opportuni-ties for these students to acquire social
work skill-s that may not usually be devel_oped in an edu-

cational setting. The small, closed setting and the forced
interaction with people from varied ethnic and cultural
backgrounds created an awareness of ',the other". As the
student was re-defining the serf, it was done in an envi-
ronment that taught and then integrated a comparison of
the self with others who had different life experiences.
This fostered a sense of |m o.k. Therefore you are o.k.
"People were listening to me so in turn r ristened to
the others there and what they were saying r took to be

the truth" and "the opportunities to be mixed with so

many other people has taught me to be objective rather than



j udgemental " .

For many, a survivar skill in the centre was learning
to get along with others whom one may not personally rike
a useful sociar work skitl: "r l-earned to get along with
peop1e... itrs going to be that way on the job... thatrs
the rearity. You will run into people you don't rike".

Besides the development of group skil]s, there was

the acquisition of a very valuabre social work character-
istic an understanding and respect for the differences
between people and a movement toward understanding the
simil-arities that unite people:

In a place like W.E.C. where you are
exposed to people from such different
backgrounds and cultures you
realize that yes we are different but
also we are aII the same.

- IIB

clearly cross-curtural, socÍal- work skirl_s were lived
out in this program. The opportunities for cross cultural_
experiences combined with the deveropment of positive
self images fostered an environment where "we can challenge
those things that keep us apart in the wider community".

5.6 Relevance of Findings to Other Research

There are consistencies

research cited herein. The

in these findings with other
program impacted significantly
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on the personal development of the students' As in Chick-

ering's studies variables that appeared to contribute

to this process were small institutional setting with

close interaction between students and between staff and

scudents. Consistent with the study by Jores and Finnell'

weretheideasthatattitud,inalchangeispositivelyrelated

to the opportunity afforded by the institution to examine

moralissues'andthatingeneral'majorchangesoccur
in the first two years of university'

There appears to be support l:or the idea that social

work education inculcates a particular value base' To

these students this meant a belief and acting on humanistic

institutionalarrangements'moreequalpowerdistribution

and assertion of human rights '

As in Schlossberg's research' these adult students

areinaprocessofchangeand.growth.Theyhaveproblems

withthehierarchicalstructureoftheuniversityinstitu-

tion and imposed policies of grading' attendance and

financial aid' The result of these practices is a feeling

by the student that the adult status is not recognized

or valued'

Also consistent with other studies

value dilemmas are created through value

that this process is both stressful and

is the idea that

examination and

growth Producing'



As noted by Trimble and others, in a cross cultural
situation value dilemmas can arise for the minority student

when previous rearning patterns clash with the practices
of the institution.

FinaIIy, consistent with several studies, the predo-

minant effects of the educational experience for those

who successfully accomplish this chalrenge are increases

in self confidence, sel-f awareness and sel-f esteem.
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A ful-r understanding of the experiences of the students

in the Social- Work program at Winnipeg Education Centre

is impossible without a sense of the life histories and

phenomena that shaped these individuals. The following

student provides this context in a far more insightful

way than the researcher has been abl-e to do.

Sometimes I feel sorry that my sisters
and their kids back home '¡ron't be able
to make it. They d.on't have this chance.
I'm really lucky. Once when I was
sitting out back of the agency with some
clients, I asked them what they saw when
they walked down Main Street. Did they
just see the buildings and the people
that were in trouble, or did they l_ook
underneath all that. I pointed to some
flowers, I guess they were really weeds,
that were growing up in the parking lot.
I said to compare those to the fl_owers
at city hall. The flowers at city haII
are cared for, watered all the time,
shel-tered. The flowers in the parking
lot came up through the sand. The only
water they got was rain. To me the
flowers at city haII, the ones cared
for are like most people in society.
The rest of us grow up in the parking
lot. Many of us don't make it. My
sisters aren't making it. But somehow
I'm one of the sturdy ones, one of those
flowers who grew up through the sand.
(2nd year student, Native).

L2I

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUDING COMMENT



Dear Research participants:

As part of 'my lvlaster of sociar work degree programr am doing research on the personal and sociat eireðtsof going to university on students in the social_ work
Program at winnipeg Education centre. The objectivesof this research are:

Letters of Information and Consent
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1.

APPENDIX A

To document the personal and social- impact of thernner city social- work program on the rives of selectedstudents.

2.

3.

To identify salient issues, patterns, and themes that
emerge from the data col_lection.

To draw general conclusions about the findings andto share the resul-ts with program staff in oider toallow discussion of the imprications of the findingsfor the program.

r am asking participants to commit themselves toa total of from 2-4 hours of time to be spent with me.This time wilr be spent in oner or possibly two, interviewsin which we wirl explore the ways in which the programhas impacted on your lives.
During this research project r wirl be on leave ofabsence from my job at winnipeg Education centre. rnterviewswill be herd away from w.E.c. at my home or any othermutually agreeable l-ocation. An inaiviauails þarticipationwiIl be kept entirely confidential_.

The results of this research wirr be presented in
my M.s.w. thesis which will then be on file in the uni_versityof Manitoba library availabre to interested peopte. Namesof participants wilt not be used i-n this research and.every effort wil-l be made to ensure that no one can beidentified in the presentation.

continued



It must be mentioned, however, that because w'E'c'
is a smalr ""itiiõ--il-L""id 

happen that people who 3t"
acquaintea wiirr-tñe stud.ents mäy natce_ assumptions about

the identity of the particip""t!' If' following the inter-
views, a participant is_not-cãmfortabie with the inclusion
of a parric"I;;-;l;."-gl inrãi*-tion, the researcher should

be notified trrãräor. The participant shourd arso know

that he/she has the right tã-withãraw from this research

project at any time'

Iwanttothankyouforyourinterestinthisresearch
endeavour.

SincereIY '

l-23

Laura Anderson
Researcher
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This is to indicate that I
read the information concerning
the nature of my involvement in
that the resul-ts of the research
researcher's M.S.W. thesis.

I have been assured that my participation
confidential by the researcher and that no
be used in the presentation of results.
My right to withdraw from this research at
penalty is assured by the researcher.

124

Participation Consent

By signing this form berow r give my consent to be interviewed
and have this material included in the research project.

Signature of Participant:
Date:

this research and
this project. I
will be included

understand
real-ize
in the

have

will be kept
names will

anytime without



DATA ANALYSIS SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Interviewee

Date of Interview

Today's Date

Interviewer

r. what were the main issues or themes that you noticedin this interview?

2- summarize the information you got (or faired to get)
on each of the target questions.

a) what are the ways in which the program impacts
on the personal and social lives of the students?

b) What program factors can be identified thatcontributed to these impacts?

c) What are the ways in which students deal with
any changes in their personal and social l_ives
brought about by the program?

3. Anything else that struck you a sal-ient, interesting,illuminating or important in this contact?

4- what new (or remaining) target questions do you havein considering the next contact with this peison?

-I25-

APPENDTX B

I. Contact Summary Forms



Coding System

A. Changes in Self Confidence

1. Increased self confid.ence

2. Fear of failure gone

3. Internal control- (vs. external control)

4. From isolation to community

r26

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

11.

12.

I3.

L4.

15.

16.

L7-

Emotional growth

Excitement re future

Increased optimism

Higher expectations for self

' I have rights I

More assertive

Better personal rel-.

lvlore awareness of social issues

Trust self more

More self control self discipline

Feel- comfortable alone

Fear of future gone

O.K. to be self

B. SeIf ldentity

1. Ident as a woman

2. Ident as a native

3. Ident as an immigrant



4. Ident as a whole person

5. Ident as a man

6. Ident of own and others val_ues

7. Not knowing who am

C. RoIe Dilemmas

1. Stress in handling all roles

2. Priorization of parent role

3. Diff. family adjust to student role
4. Problem witfr moving from adult to student

5. Academic difficur-ties caused. stress (EngJ_ish)

6. Previous expectations not met

7. Change in status problems

D. Effect on Significant Relationships

I. Children and spouse have higher educational- aspirations

L27

2. Family threatened

3. Student

4. Separation

5. Enhanced status in views of S.O.

6. Always been

IS

7. New priorities

positive rol-e model in common

from friends/relatives

B

9

Better rel-ationships in spite of difficulties
Family changed and developed in response to new

situation

seen as different



E. Sources of

1.

2.

3.

Centre

Other

Family

4. Had to learn to use supports

5. Needed to develop new supports

F. Transference of social work skills to personal rife
1. Better communication ski11s

2. More accepting/ Less judgemental

3. Ir{ore change oriented

4. 'Learned to hang in there'

5. Now educates rather than fights

6. Insight j-nto own and others' behaviour

7 . Allows others to change themsel_ves.

G. Centre as a "practice', environment

Support

staff

students

and friends
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2

Gained cross cul-tural knowledge

Developed group skills

Awareness of own and other's prejudices

Seeing and analyzing own and other's behaviour

Changing own behavj_ours

Learned to accept others to what they are

Centre offered formal and informal interaction
Learned to respect differences

Learned that all_ people are simil-ar

3

4

5

6

7

B

9



H. Difficulties with W.E.C.

Ia. Trust violated between student and staff
lb. Student in dependent rol_e

Ic. Financial- allowance system demeaning

2. Students treated as 'Iess than' campus students

3. 'Everything is too serious'

4. Importance of family role minimized

5. Cross cultural j_nsensitivity

5a. Lack of cultural_ values on part of staff

5b. Lack of sensitivity to previous rearning background

5c. success measured in traditional academic terms

6. Lack of sensitivity to students in A.A.

7 - Not high enough acad.emic expectations of students

Suggestions for change

l-- More equitable, less stigmatizíng arl-owance system

2. Detaj-Ied orientation for Ist year students

3. Build in "Fun"

-I29 -

I.

4. Workshops on A.A.

5. More cross cultural_ value orientation

J. Val-ue issues

l-. Stressful examination process

2. Learned that there are many ways of seeing the

same thing

3. Incorporated new values/changed values



K. Professional Role (Graduate)

I. Adopted an educative rol_e

2. Valued theory behind practice

3. Stress from challenging system

lst to 2nd year critical transitionL.
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